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“THOSE
WHO WERE
SCATTERED
PREACHED
THE WORD
WHEREVER
THEY WENT”
ACTS 8:4

PREFACE
“Missions - Then, Now, and Forever”
God’s people have always been about missions. The oft-quoted words of Jesus,
spoken just before His miraculous ascension to heaven, continue to serve as a
clarion call to every reborn child of God:

In the next two decades, the vision was passed on from college students to young
professionals, singles, young marrieds, thriving families, and seasoned professionals
from all walks of life, all of whom carried the mission in their hearts and on their lips.

All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.
And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age. (Matthew 28:18-20)

In the early 1980s, as churches were planted beyond the borders of the United
States, the vision expanded from national to global, and disciples were called higher
to make the necessary sacrifices to take the gospel around the world. Many joined
mission teams and went to key cities in countries all over the world. Generous
missions contributions were given, resulting in hundreds of millions of dollars being
given over the last 35+ years. As a result of these financial and individual sacrifices,
coupled with significant growth among nationals converted throughout the world,
we now see congregations of mission-focused disciples planted in 150 countries
around the world. At every stage and in every place—from Albania to Zimbabwe—
the mission resides at the heart of who we are as a people.

In the first century, enthusiastic followers of Jesus took His words to heart. The
book of Acts is a history of explosive growth, as early disciples “preached the
word wherever they went” (Acts 8:4). From Jerusalem to Judea, Samaria, Asia
Minor, and westward to Rome and beyond, Paul could say, less than 30 years after
the resurrection, “This is the gospel that you heard and that has been proclaimed
to every creature under heaven, and of which I, Paul, have become a servant”
(Colossians 1:23).
Over the centuries, the fires of mission have flared up again and again. Starting
in the late 1960s in our fellowship, thousands of idealistic and energetic students
began to experience the joy of a relationship with God. As these students were
baptized into Christ, the mission was imprinted in their reconstituted spiritual DNA.
Utilizing the simple plan of Jesus—disciples making disciples—students were raised
up to serve in various leadership roles: as campus ministers, women’s ministry
leaders, house church leaders, Bible talk leaders, and more. Early on, the vision was
to train fresh leadership and begin campus ministries on all of the major colleges
throughout the United States.
4
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“THIS IS THE
GOSPEL THAT
YOU HEARD
AND THAT
HAS BEEN
PROCLAIMED
TO EVERY
CREATURE
UNDER HEAVEN,
AND OF WHICH
I, PAUL, HAVE
BECOME A
SERVANT”
COLOSSIANS 1:23

And how could it be otherwise? Mission is the heart of God, who so loved the
world that He gave His one and only Son. It is the heart of the Savior, who laid
down His life for the salvation of the world. It was the heart of Paul, who planted or
impacted churches “from Jerusalem all the way around to Illyricum” (Romans 15:19).
It was the heart of the apostles, each one willing to shed blood for the mission.
And as foundational obedience to the second greatest commandment—to love our
neighbor as ourselves—it must always be our heart.
As a fellowship of churches working together to impact a world careening toward
judgment, this is who we have been, who we are, and who we will always be. May
we continually sacrifice our time, talent, and treasure to be faithful to the great
mission of Jesus.
2016 | ICOC GLOBAL MISSIONS REPORT
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IT IS OUR GOAL
IN PRESENTING
THIS
INFORMATION
THAT TOGETHER
WE MIGHT
EXAMINE, PRAY,
AND PLAN FOR
GREATER UNITY,
ORGANIZATION,
AND EFFORT IN
THE DIRECTION
OF FULFILLING
THE GREAT
COMMISSION.

INTRODUCTION
This is good, and pleases God our Savior, who wants all people to be saved and
to come to a knowledge of the truth. (1 Timothy 2:3-4)
If we each took a moment to remember the time in which God first called us to
be a part of His family, most of us would begin to reflect on those memories with
fondness and with a sentiment of the miraculous intersecting with the mundane.
It is not hard to take the simple details of our conversion and tell our stories with
excitement and a conviction that God moved in a very powerful and deeply
spiritual way. With every act of outreach the mundane does in fact become the
miraculous: a knock on the door becomes the calling of the Spirit; a random
invitation at a mall makes that place holy; a simple act of hospitality saves a
marriage and changes the course of someone’s eternity. It is this perspective
of purpose and mission that we want to invigorate and renew in great measure
across our global fellowship.
This report, on behalf of the Global Missions Strategy Team, is a labor of deep
conviction and love that collectively reveals the current missions efforts going
on across our fellowship of churches. It is our goal in presenting this information
that together we might examine, pray, and plan for greater unity, organization,
and effort in the direction of fulfilling the Great Commission.
We invite you to participate in examining the contents within this report. When
we frame this information in the context of the Great Commission and then
decide to engage in increasing measure in spreading the word, we will see with
greater clarity the impact God wants us to have.

We have paid a great price to be where we are today. Thousands have been raised
up and sent out, and more than $250 million has been given and spent on the
missions effort. We have faced and overcome significant adversity and challenge
along the way, and a great vision was cast, embraced, and pursued with zeal. We
accept that future costs will not be less, but rather more. More people need to be
raised up, more people need to go out, and more financial resources need to be
given and allocated to this great effort. Simply put, at this hour we are being called
higher.
Starting now, and in increasing measure, we ask for your help in reinvigorating this
passionate belief in the heart of each disciple—that the answer to the darkness of
the world is not found in politics; it is not found in adapting to cultural norms; it is
not found in withdrawing; and it is certainly not found in complacency. The ultimate
answer to the world’s challenges is only found in the message of Jesus—proclaimed
and propelled by His disciples.

SO WITH
OUR HEARTS
MOVED WITH
THE DESIRE
THAT ALL
PEOPLE BE
SAVED, AND
WITH OUR
HEARTS
FIXED ON THE
MISSION JESUS
GIVES US TO
GO INTO ALL
NATIONS, WE
SUBMIT THIS
REPORT.

So with our hearts moved with the desire that all people be saved, and with our
hearts fixed on the mission Jesus gives us to go into all nations, we submit this
report. Our prayer is that it brings us to a deeper unity, a more well-organized plan,
and a renewed, clearer vision, so that in our lifetime and for future generations there
would be the hope given from a hope that has been received. To God be the glory.
With great respect and love –
The Global Missions Strategy Team

Since the late 1970s, our fellowship of churches has seen great victories sustained
by ongoing, significant sacrifice. From a handful of churches in one country, we
are now more than 665 congregations in 150 nations of the world. And from a
few hundred meeting on a Sunday to nearly 130,000 gathering in our churches
every week, we have seen God move very powerfully for decades now.

6
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A BRIEF REMINDER OF OUR HISTORY
Formerly, our fellowship was organized into eight world sectors which each had a
base of support in the United States. Every year from the late 1980s through 2000,
each church gave a specified “multiple” for world missions. These contributions
all went into one ICOC account, out of which came expenses for new churches,
leadership at the world sector and geographic sector levels, central and legal
administration, KNN (Kingdom News Network), HOPE worldwide, and so on.
In 1994, the ICOC adopted the “Six Year Plan,” which gave clear indications about
how much support would be provided to new and existing churches, as well as
to various collective organizational, administrative, and legal bodies. This plan
standardized the allocation of funding and instituted a mechanism to see a church
established in every nation in the world with a city of at least 100,000 by the year
2000. Financing this plan through 2000 was a worldwide collective effort; each
church contributed a set multiple of its weekly contribution to the cause of world
missions.
Toward the end of the 1990s, the groupings of the United States churches were
modified to prepare for decentralizing the funding of world missions and giving
each world sector control of its own missions efforts. As a result, each group set its
own multiple for world missions, which typically ranged from 4 to 20 (depending
on the socio-economic makeup of each world sector’s mission field).
In hindsight, we can see both strengths and weaknesses of this world sector model.

Strengths of the World Sector Model
Unified Plan: A unified plan allowed our fellowship to plant disciples in almost every
nation in less than 20 years.
Shared Resources: Rich churches and poor ones gave together to meet common
needs.
Predictability: Leaders knew what they could expect for years to come.
Regional Leadership: Leaders at the regional level provided full-time support to
missionaries in the development of regional mission fields.
Focus: Each region took responsibility for its part in the global missions effort.
Common Vision: We enjoyed a common vision as we watched the nation-by-nation
countdown.
Clarity: Most disciples could clearly articulate our plan for global missions.

10
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Weaknesses of the World Sector Model
Compulsory Giving: Contributions were not freewill offerings; if a church missed its
missions goal, it had to subtract the difference from its operations budget.
“ATM” Feel: Supporting churches sometimes felt like ATMs due to the lack of
relational connection with supported churches.
Unrealistic Time Frame: The six-year time frame was unrealistic in certain regions
with many nations.
Lack of Collaboration: Important decisions were usually left in the hands of too few
people, and our efforts often lacked a truly collaborative approach.
Unrealistic Growth Expectations: The six-year time frame was unrealistic in certain
regions with many nations. Deadlines were inflexible, even with regard to the most
difficult-to-plant nations.
A “One Size Fits All” Approach: As we all know, one size doesn’t. Different cultures,
people and economies demand individual approaches.
Pressure: Churches and leaders felt undue pressure to meet financial and planting
goals, especially since church plantings were driven by a global timetable rather
than by local readiness.
Going forward, our vision is to capitalize on this model’s strengths and address its
weaknesses.
In the last four years, we have dreamed, debated, discussed, and prayed in search
of a new plan that we can rally behind as a brotherhood. God has blessed this very
collaborative process with a vision for a framework to continue the evangelization of
the world into future generations. Missions societies are our agreed-upon structure
for the foreseeable future. These are the very exciting days of a bright future ahead.
Like a young couple having their first child, we are dreaming and learning from
others and praying for God to bless this most important investment in our future.
Some of our missions societies are still in their embryonic stages, only beginning to
take the shape that they will have in full maturity. Others have been in full swing for
more than a decade and are continuing to refine the way that they seek to impact
their facet of the global mission.

GOING
FORWARD,
OUR VISION IS
TO CAPITALIZE
ON THIS
MODEL’S
STRENGTHS
AND
ADDRESS ITS
WEAKNESSES.

We need your help in creating an inspiring vision for global missions and for doing
the hard work of seeing those dreams become a reality. Parents the world over
save pictures from when their families were young and their dreams of the future
were bursting with possibilities. We ask that every reader help us make those
memories now and set a global vision that will inspire our grandchildren and their
grandchildren. God has brought us far, but we have much more in our future than
is represented by our past. Let’s build together!

2016 | ICOC GLOBAL MISSIONS REPORT
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Missions - Then, Now, and Forever

THE COST OF CHAOS
In the year 2000, we celebrated the realization of our missions goal together in Los
Angeles. It was a remarkable victory accomplished by God as He worked through
our faithful (albeit flawed) efforts to obey the Great Commission. We had no idea
about the times of testing that were just ahead.
The year 2003 brought about a very chaotic attempt to address our past mistakes
as a lack of trust swept through our fellowship. Top-down leadership was swept
away, but so were structure and cooperation, leaving many churches destabilized
and isolated. Nearly all collective efforts of any kind ceased: world sectors were
dissolved; regional leadership was eliminated; support for the poor through HOPE
worldwide was reduced by 75%, and missions funding in some locations was
reduced by 80% overnight. Worldwide communication was curtailed, as support for
KNN was cut off. Expatriate missionaries returned to the United States in droves as
funding disappeared, and mistrust precluded anyone’s serving at a regional level.
As trust in regional leadership was broken, a spirit of independence spread through
our fellowship. Some smaller churches disappeared entirely. We see that God was
working with us through all these years; however, as we look back over the last
decade, we also see the cost of chaos:
In a three-year period from 2002 to 2005, our fellowship of churches lost 		
more than 40,000 members (over 30% of our membership).
> Total funding for missions dropped from approximately $18 million to approximately
$4 million — a reduction of almost 78%.
> Virtually all missionaries left foreign mission fields due to financial instability.
> Many younger staff members were let go, leaving a gap in our leadership of people
between the ages of 30 and 40.
> Churches struggled with regional cohesion, as an absence of any paid regional staff
meant that leaders prioritized local ministry over regional unity and collaboration.
> Many American churches settled in and lost conviction about the Great
Commission, looking out for themselves at the expense of support for missions.
> An organized vision to win the world for Christ was lost.
>

A NEW DAY DAWNING
While the chaos that the ICOC experienced during the early 2000s was undoubtedly
costly, we have also seen a tremendous resurgence of devotion to the mission in
the past eight years. God is faithfully blessing our repentance and leading us from
strength to strength: more souls are being saved, more churches are being planted,
and more money is being given to international missions.
In the past ten years, financial giving to missions has grown from $4 million to
over $9.5 million annually (USD).
> As of this publication, 645 churches are now affirmed members of the ICOC
cooperative churches (22 non-affirming, for a total of 667).
> Many new churches have been planted in the past five years, with a goal of 1100
congregations by 2020.
> Worldwide, there are now 32 regional families of churches in the ICOC.
> We have seen growth each year for the last five years.
>

In addition to all this news on the international front, there is also good news coming
from the North American churches’ efforts for domestic missions. All twelve North
American families of churches have developed 2020 visions and strategies for
evangelizing their geographic regions, with the goal of planting dozens of new
churches in North America between now and 2020*. Further, North American
disciples are tasked not only to evangelize the United States and Canada, but also
to hear and answer the cries for the gospel around the world, in keeping with the
spirit of Jesus’ words in Luke 12:48: “From everyone who has been given much,
much will be demanded; and from the one who has been entrusted with much,
much more will be asked.”

Praise God for these blessings!
*Note: Our proposal does not include plans for a North American missions society. In terms of disciples
per capita, North America is more than twice as evangelized as any other region in the world, and more
than ten times as evangelized as India, China, Africa, Europe, South America, and the Middle East. For this
reason, we do not feel the need to establish a North American missions society at this time.

14
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THE MISSIONS SOCIETIES
[AMA]
[APMF]
[BNMA]
[CMS]
[CMC]
[EMS]
[FMC]
[GEM]
[MCA]
[MEMS]
[SAMS]
[SEA]
[SEMA]
[SPA]

Africa Missions Association
Asia-Pacific Missions Foundation
Baltic Nordic Missions Alliance
Caribbean Missions Society
China Missions Council
European Missions Society
Florida Missions Council
Greater Eurasian Missions
Mexico & Central America Missions Society
Middle East Missions Society
South Asian Missions Society
South East Asia Region
South East Missions Alliance
South Pacific/Australia Missions Society

Africa Missions Association

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION

AMA
Executive Director:
Paul Ramsey
Phone Contact:
(803) 772-6567
Email Contact:
disciple73@aol.com
Web Site:
www.amaafrica.org

As I write this from Johannesburg, South Africa, I bring you greetings from the
brothers and sisters of sub-Saharan Africa, representing 38 countries and many
more languages and cultures. It is a privilege to serve as executive director for
one of our newest missions organizations, the Africa Missions Association, which
connects 26 U.S. churches in five regional families of churches (Texas, New York,
the Midwest, the American Commonwealth Region, and the Southeast U.S.) to
almost 13,000 disciples in the four regions of Africa.
One week ago, I was thrilled to share in the celebration of the 30th anniversary
of our first planting on this continent, the Johannesburg Church of Christ. Since
that time, God’s hand has been evident in countless miracles as the gospel has
reached thousands of men and women, from many different nations, tribes,
languages, and cultures. A majority of these brothers and sisters live daily under
difficult circumstances — from war, violence and, persecution to poverty and lack
of access to many of the basic resources we often take for granted. Yet their faith
and perseverance in spreading the gospel are an inspiration and an example to us
all. I have had the good fortune to travel to many of the smaller churches, most led
by volunteers, and see the same faith, zeal, love, and commitment that characterize
our churches worldwide.
The goal of the Africa Missions Association is to restore the level of outside
financial support to even beyond the historical high point of the past so that we
can help to train, equip, and raise up staff for all the churches currently led by
faithful volunteers and to continue to plant churches in places where the gospel is
not yet preached. In addition, we seek to promote U.S.-Africa church partnerships
to encourage, strengthen and bring us all to maturity in Christ. We want to help
reach the campuses of Africa and work together to build strong youth and family
ministries to help the next generation become Christians. Our long-term goal is to
have a Bible talk within walking distance of every African!

18
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We owe a debt of gratitude to the many soldiers of Christ who have laid down
their lives to live and preach in some very challenging places throughout Africa.
Six of our 17 board members once lived and served in Africa as evangelists or
missions team members. Nearly all our board members have visited and served our
brothers and sisters there for many years. A very special thanks to Mike Taliaferro
and Hervé Fleurant, who have literally risked their lives to preach, teach, raise up
and train local leaders throughout the four regions of Africa. Also special thanks
to the San Antonio church, which on three separate occasions emptied their bank
account to sustain the work there in times of crisis. Many thanks also to the New
York City church, which never stopped providing financial support, even during
the most difficult financial and leadership transitions. In addition, the churches in
both North Carolina and South Carolina have been extremely generous through the
years, in both financial support and number of disciples visiting and encouraging
our African brothers and sisters. Finally, special thanks to Dave Pocta for his work
with youth and family ministry throughout Africa and for establishing an amazing
Ministry Training Academy to equip ministry staff and other leaders. Forgive me for
stopping here; there are many other heroes, too many to mention, but God knows
their names, their reward is in heaven, and we owe them our gratitude.

OUR LONGTERM GOAL
IS TO HAVE
A BIBLE
TALK WITHIN
WALKING
DISTANCE OF
EVERY
AFRICAN!

Please pray for the continent and people of Africa. Our goals will never be attained
by human effort, but only by faith in God’s immeasurable power working through us.
Paul Ramsey
Columbia, SC, U.S.A.

THE HISTORY

Organization and Church Plantings
2013: The U.S. churches historically supporting Africa begin to meet on an informal,
cooperative basis.
2014: Africa Missions Association is officially launched.
2015: AMA receives tax exempt status.
There are 26 U.S. churches currently supporting mission’s work in sub-Saharan
Africa. The board is comprised of 17 representatives from 13 of these churches:
Bridge Pointe, Gwinnett, and North River, Georgia; Charleston and Columbia, South
Carolina; Charlotte, Fayetteville, Greensboro, and Triangle, North Carolina; Houston
and San Antonio, Texas; Northern Virginia, Virginia; and New York, New York.
> The focal point of the support is all of the 86 churches in 38 countries among the
four geographic regions of Sub-Saharan Africa—East Africa, French West Africa,
Southern Africa and West Africa.
>
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Since 2010, there have been 22 new churches planted throughout the four regions
of Africa, bringing the total number of churches from 64 in 2009 to 86 currently.
> Since the low point of 2010, membership throughout all the African churches has
increased by 21% to an all-time high of 12,590. Growth in 2015 was 3.6%, with an
attendance of 16,575 throughout the continent.
> Known support for Africa from all sources has increased from approximately
$750,000 in 2013 to over $1.5 million in 2015.
>

THE PLAN

The priorities of the AMA are focused on three areas: leadership development,
church plantings, and the strengthening and growth of existing churches.
There are currently Ministry Training Academy programs being conducted in three
of the four geographic regions with plans to extend to the fourth region in 2016.
In addition, there is an ongoing program to develop and train teachers. The total
number of students being trained is well over 300.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

A board of 17 members represents those churches from the Southeast U.S., Texas,
New York, and ACR who each donate at least $25,000 per year. Board members
are chosen by the local U.S. church leaderships who qualify for a seat on the board,
which currently meets twice per year.

THE GIVING

The specific amount given varies from church to church. Each year, each U.S. church
determines what amount they will be able to give to Africa Missions and has the
option of determining where the donations should be used. Partnerships between
the U.S. supporting churches and the foreign churches are encouraged, although
the AMA will accept unrestricted donations from either churches or individuals.
Most of the U.S. donor churches also support other foreign and domestic missions
efforts. The AMA only tracks money sent to or spent on Africa Missions by the
donor/member churches and individuals.

THE CHALLENGES

Africa is underfunded. The population of sub-Saharan Africa is more than 900
million souls, about 13% of the world’s population, and includes almost all of the top
20 poorest nations in the world. Before 2003, the level of funding was almost $3
million dollars per year, and the goal is to return to that level by 2020.
> More than half the churches in Africa are led by volunteers. Our goal is to train,
raise up, and support more full-time evangelists.
> Only one church—Lagos, Nigeria—currently has an eldership. The need is to
strengthen and develop healthy families and raise up elderships throughout the
continent.
>

20
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THE BEST PRACTICES

Development and training of future leaders
Families being strengthened, and an increasing number of children becoming
disciples
>
>

THE TRENDS*
Year

Revenue

Growth		

2013 [est.]

$750,000

2014 [est.]

$900,000

$150,000

2015

$1,552,420

$652,420		

2016 [proj.]

$1,700,000

$147,580

*An important caveat – since we have only recently organized, some of the reported growth in giving has
come from discovering money that was going to Africa unbeknownst to all the other Africa supporters.
Also, since we only received our tax exempt status in July 2015, many of the funds given in 2015 did not
pass through the AMA.

Planted Countries

Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo [DRC]
Congo [ROC]
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Senegal
Sierra Leone
South Africa
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Countries Waiting
Comoros
Djibouti
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Somalia
Seychelles
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THE HISTORY

Asia Pacific Missions Foundation

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION

APMF
Executive Director:
Dave Kim
Phone Contact:
(310) 483-9803
Email Contact:
draw4kims@yahoo.com
Administrator:		
Susan Wedin
Phone Contact:
(480) 234-2822
Email Contact:
susanwedin@gmail.com

It has been an honor to support God’s powerful work in the Philippines and
Myanmar, and we are amazed and inspired by the hard work and impact of the
disciples in those nations. The combined generosity, vision, and wisdom of the
member churches have also been a joy to experience.
At the Phoenix church’s initiative, a number of congregations officially came together
through the Asia Pacific Missions Foundation over a year ago. This collaboration
of brothers and sisters who are passionate about reaching the disciples in the
Philippines and Myanmar has been very inspiring. We see the Philippines as a
gateway nation that will bless many other nations with the gospel. Filipino disciples
are faithful, loving, resilient, humble, and adaptable, and disciples of Filipino descent
can be found in churches all over the world. The Philippines and the churches there
are in need of financial resources. But the disciples are rich in faith and love. The
Filipinos’ ingenuity and heart combined with their open-mindedness to Western
culture make the church in the Philippines a crucial resource and bridge for the
work in Myanmar and other harder-to-reach nations. As God opens more doors in
Myanmar and in the Philippines, we believe that our collaboration within the APMF
will bear much fruit.
Dave Kim
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Organization and Church Plantings
2010: The APMF is created. It is comprised of supporting churches which include
the following: Phoenix, Arizona; Oahu, Hawaii; and San Diego and the Metro Region
of Los Angeles, California. The focal point of our cooperation of churches is to
pool resources and support for all the churches in the Philippines and the church
in Myanmar.
2015: The Asia Pacific School of Missions is created.
2010 - Present: Six churches have been planted throughout the Philippines. There
are 11 more churches scheduled to be planted by 2020.

THE PLAN

The priorities of the APMF in recent years have focused on three areas: leadership
development, church plantings, and the strengthening and growth of existing
churches through the pooling of financial resources.
The Asia Pacific School of Missions was created in 2015 and is based in Manila. It
is fully funded by the Beam Missions Fund. There are presently 17 students being
trained for missions in the school.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

A board of five members represents the five contributing churches, one each from
Oahu, San Diego, and Los Angeles, and, two from Phoenix.
For U.S. contributing churches, each church that contributes has a board
representative selected by that church’s leadership. Churches get an additional
board member for every $50,000 they give per year.
The APMF board meets at least three times per year.

THE GIVING

In addition to the member churches, there are two other U.S. congregations that
contribute to the churches in the Philippines: Albuquerque, New Mexico and
Temecula, California. Some churches in Canada have recently suggested they
would like to contribute as well.
The missions contribution goal is determined each year by need. The Philippine
churches submit a budget based on their financial needs and desires. Each board
member reports its church’s projected missions contributions goal. From there, the
board members discuss how the projections and budget can be adjusted to ensure
that they balance.

22
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Planted Countries
Myanmar
Philippines
Countries Waiting
None

Each supporting church determines its missions contribution goals differently. The
APMF reserves 2% for administrative costs.

THE CHALLENGES

The greatest challenge for the APMF is generating funds needed to support the
present leaders in the churches in the Philippines and Myanmar.
The second challenge is to generate sufficient funding and train new leaders to be
able to employ more for the many missions opportunities there.
We have churches in both of the countries in our area of responsibility, but the
challenges remain daunting. The Philippines has a population of more than 100
million souls living in 80 provinces on 7,107 islands; currently, we have churches
in 27 of those provinces, with 53 still awaiting a planting. Myanmar is very divided
along ethnic lines; its 53.6 million people are spread out in 15 regions or states with
only one church of 77 disciples in one city, Yangon.

THE BEST PRACTICES
>
>

Baltic Nordic Missions Alliance

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Development and training of future leaders in the Schools of Missions
Number of churches being planted in the Philippines

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

Growth		

2014

$250,000

2015

$310,000

$60,000

2016

$315,000

$5000		

INTRODUCTION
My wife, Mary Kay, and I have been working closely with the churches in this part of the
world since 1997. At first, we were somewhat anxious because we had never worked
directly with disciples outside the United States. Would the cultural differences be
overwhelming? What would the Christians in the churches be like? How would they
feel about us? Could we really help them grow in Christ and reach the lost? But then we
met many of them at a conference that summer, and all our questions were answered.
We found this group of disciples to be warm, welcoming, and passionate about Jesus.
They have more than persevered in a challenging mission field and proved themselves
to be true to the faith. I especially appreciate how deeply they love the Bible, how
eager they are to see where they can change, and how grateful they are to receive
our help spiritually. We have made well over 50 trips there over the last 20 years
and usually spend a total of around three weeks a year in that part of the world.
It continues to be one of the most rewarding ministries with which we have been
involved, and we count many of them among our best and most loyal friends. If you
have the opportunity to visit any of the churches and meet the Christians there, it will
be a life-changing experience! If you would consider moving to that part of the world
to help with the mission, please contact us. You will be glad you did.

BNMA
Executive Director:
Reese Neyland
Phone Contact:
(818) 427-6200
Email Contact:
r.neyland@live.com
Administrator:		
George Cross
Phone Contact:
(414) 708-8468
Email Contact:
georgecross60@gmail.com

Reese Neyland
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings
2004: The BNMA is formed at the initiative of Reese Neyland to support churches
in the Baltic and Nordic countries after the dissolution of the Northern Federation
World Sector. The original supporting churches are Milwaukee, Wisconsin; the
Antelope Valley (California); and two regions of the Los Angeles church (Sierra
Madre and Central). Since the BNMA was established, it has also added Bakersfield,
California, as a supporting church. The Baltic countries are Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania. Currently we have churches in Tallinn (Estonia), Tartu (Estonia), Riga
(Latvia), and Vilnius (Lithuania).
The Nordic countries are Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, and Iceland. Currently
we have churches in Stockholm (Sweden), Copenhagen (Denmark), Oslo (Norway),
Bergen (Norway), Helsinki (Finland), and Reykjavik (Iceland).
24
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THE PLAN

The purpose of the BNMA is to provide spiritual and financial support for the
existing churches and future church plantings in that part of the world.
> Reese and Mary Kay Neyland oversee the Nordic churches, working with Chris
Reed (Stockholm, Sweden). Tomm and Laurie Wilson, of Milwaukee, oversee the
work in the Baltic churches, working with the on-site evangelist Kaido Leesmann
(Tallinn, Estonia). Along with George Cross, the administrator, these leaders make
frequent trips to provide direction, support, and encouragement.
> Additional evangelists, administrators, and members of supporting churches visit
the Nordic or Baltic churches on a regular basis for teaching, training, discipling, and
relationship building.
> Good news and special prayer requests from the Nordic and Baltic churches are
consistently communicated to the supporting churches of the BNMA.
> At least once per year, one of the church leaders from the Nordic or Baltic churches
comes to visit and speak at each of the supporting churches.
>

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

The board of the BNMA consists of 11 members (one evangelist and one member
of each of the five supporting churches plus our administrator).
> The supporting churches choose the evangelist and the member of their
congregation who will represent them on the BNMA board.
> There are no term limits for service on the board, but there has been a healthy
variety of people who have served.
> Authority for all decisions lies solely with the board of directors.
> The board of directors meets at least once per year, but also utilizes conference
calls as needed and meets at conferences where there is opportunity.
> The annual board meetings include an in-depth report for each of the Baltic and
Nordic churches, a detailed report of the BNMA finances for the fiscal year, the
development of the BNMA budget for the next fiscal year based on the expected
missions contributions from each of the supporting churches, and collaborative
sessions where new ideas are presented for consideration of how we can better
serve the BNMA churches.
>

THE CHALLENGES

First is the challenge of getting trained and effective full-time ministry leaders in
the churches. Simply put, where and when we have the right leaders in place, then
the church will grow. Right now, we have begun the process of pulling back our
churches in Bergen, Norway, and Reykjavik, Iceland, because we have not been able
to find leaders who can help them grow. Both of these churches are small—Bergen
has 12 members and Reykjavik has 9 members.
Second is the challenge of growth. Among our fellowship of churches, Europe
remains one of the most secular and least evangelized places in the world. Upwards
of 80% of the people who live in the Baltic and Nordic countries claim to be either
atheists or agnostics. Many of the churches are not yet large enough to support fulltime ministry leaders and it is difficult to think about planting new churches when
the churches already planted are not growing or thriving.

THE BEST PRACTICES

Planted Countries
Estonia
Denmark
Finland
Iceland
Latvia
Lithuania
Norway
Sweden
Countries Waiting
Greenland
Iceland (After the church
in Reykjavik is pulled back)

Strong relational connection between the supporting churches of the BNMA and
the Baltic and Nordic churches through multiple annual visits
> A detailed understanding of the situation in each of the Baltic and Nordic churches
> Consistent leadership for many years now, resulting in an overall increase of
disciples in the BNMA churches for each of the last five years
>

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

Growth			

2013

$220,000

2014

$225,000

$5,000

2015

$235,000

$10,000		

THE GIVING

The missions contributions are regarded as freewill offerings, but generally are a
multiple of 8-10 times the weekly contribution of the supporting churches.
> The supporting churches of the BNMA gave $225,000 in 2014 and $235,000 in
2015; we anticipate that we will increase our missions contribution again in 2016.
> Roughly 15% of the money collected by the BNMA goes to administration, travel,
and miscellaneous expenses, with the lion’s share, 85%, going directly to the
churches in the two regions.
>
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Caribbean Missions Society



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Organization and Church Plantings

INTRODUCTION

2016: The U.S. churches historically supporting the Caribbean on an informal,
cooperative basis meet together in January to begin to formally organize a
Caribbean Missions organization.

Greetings Brothers and Sisters,

CMS
Executive Director:
Brian Santos
Phone Contact:
(407) 435-3527
Email Contact:
bmsaints2003@gmail.com
Administrator:		
Paul Ramsey
Phone Contact:
(803) 772-6567
Email Contact:
disciple73@aol.com

THE HISTORY

By the hand of God, there are currently 38 ICOC churches in 12 Caribbean nations
and four territories with over 3,200 disciples. However, with a total Caribbean
population of over 40 million souls, there is much work yet to be done! Our vision
is God’s vision—to fulfill the Great Commission and “reach every beach” with the
gospel of Jesus Christ.
The Caribbean Missions Society (CMS) helps to meet the financial needs of the
churches throughout the Caribbean Islands. Our Caribbean community of churches
includes Guyana and Suriname, and we have recently adopted Bermuda. The CMS
is presently a branch of the Florida Missions Council with a goal of launching an
independent missions society by January 2017.
This year marks the first year since 2003 of a unified effort to support the Caribbean
as one region. We are grateful for the churches who have continued to send support
to individual congregations during this period, yet many churches have been
overlooked for more than a decade. Our goal is to consider all the needs together
in this diverse region with its many languages and varied economies. The needs are
not simply monetary; leadership training will also be a benefit of working together.
The vast majority of our churches are led by dedicated couples who also work
in secular professions. These couples are in need of greater ministry training and
support to face the challenges within their local congregations while raising up new
leadership and continuing to grow numerically. Most training currently takes place
in online conversations via Skype. However, we believe training is best provided
when it is face-to-face in a relationship with a trained evangelist and women’s
ministry leader. Therefore, personal visits to each other’s churches and attendance
at regional meetings will be essential. Participation in the newly formed Damian
Jean-Baptiste Caribbean School of Ministry will also accelerate the training process.
Stronger churches will be a natural result of stronger, trained leadership.
I am so blessed to join the Caribbean Region Leadership Team, a group that has
made great strides, often with limited resources, to build God’s churches. Together
we will strive to fulfill God’s word: “Let them give glory to the Lord and proclaim
His praise in the islands (Isaiah 42:12) as we “reach every beach.”

There are about a dozen U.S. churches that have historically supported mission work
in the Caribbean. This most recent collaboration includes New York City; Central
New Jersey; Athens and Savannah, Georgia; and Columbia, Charleston, Greenville,
and Clemson, South Carolina. New churches coming on board in 2016 may include
Hartford, Connecticut; Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; and Orlando, Florida.
The focal point of the support is the 38 churches in 12 countries and four territories
throughout the Caribbean basin.
Since 2010, there have been eight new churches planted throughout the Caribbean,
and membership throughout all the Caribbean churches has increased by 23% to
the current 3,214 disciples. Growth in 2015 was 3.7% with an attendance of 4,386
throughout the region.
Known support for the Caribbean from all sources was estimated at just over
$250,000 in 2015. Plans for 2016 are still being formulated, but are expected to
result in an increase of more than $100,000.

THE PLAN

The priorities of the Caribbean leaders are focused on three areas: leadership
development, church plantings, and the strengthening, and growth of existing
churches.
The Jean-Baptiste School of Ministry, launched in 2014, is being conducted twice
per year in Jamaica and Trinidad. All current staff of the larger churches and
volunteer leaders of all the small churches meet twice per year for teaching, training
and fellowship.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

The Caribbean Missions Society is in its infant stages. Presently we are under the
Florida Missions Council with the hope of launching into our own missions society
soon. It is exciting to bring the Caribbean churches into one focused effort.

Brian Santos
Orlando, Florida, U.S.A.
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THE GIVING

See information at the Florida Missions Council pages.

THE CHALLENGES

The Caribbean Region represents more than 40 million people scattered
throughout many islands and including many third world economies. One big
challenge is simply contact, as it is very difficult to travel between islands, even
those that are not geographically distant.
> The majority of the churches are led by volunteers. The goal is to train and raise
up many more evangelists.
> There are currently no elderships in any of the Caribbean churches.
>

Planted Countries
Bahamas
Barbados
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Grenada
Guyana
Haiti
Jamaica
St. Kitts and Nevis
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Suriname
Trinidad and Tobago
Planted Territories
Bermuda (UK)
Puerto Rico (U.S.)
Tortola (UK)
U.S. Virgin Islands

THE BEST PRACTICES

Development and training of future leaders through the School of Missions
Families being strengthened, and an increasing number of children are becoming
disciples
>
>

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

2014

no information

2015 (est)

$250,000

2016 (goal)

$350,000

Countries Waiting
Antigua and Barbuda
Dominica
St. Lucia

Growth			

$100,000		

China Missions Council



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION

CMC

When Jesus commissioned His apostles to disciple pante ta ethne (all the nations),
He set in motion the greatest project in the history of mankind. Here in China, we
have the privilege of carrying forward that mission to the world’s largest ethnic
group, the Han Chinese people.
Never in history have there been so many people who share a language—over one
billion Mandarin Chinese speakers, with many more minority groups, live in a nation
as vast as the U.S. but four times more populated. Over the past 30 years, we’ve
seen God’s blessing on our efforts to evangelize, with 27 churches planted and a
total membership of more than 3,600 disciples.
Few disciples know that the China family of churches has been almost 100% selfsupporting since 1997. Our greatest need, therefore, is not financial support.
We face an unprecedented opportunity—more Chinese than at any time in history
are interested in Christianity—coupled with a tremendous challenge: government
restrictions on open evangelism makes evangelizing in China one of the most laborintensive efforts in the world. In short, we need laborers for a ready but difficult
harvest field.

Territories Waiting
Cayman Islands (UK)
Turks and Caicos Islands (UK)
Martinique (France)
Curaçao (Netherlands)
Aruba (Netherlands)
St. Maarten (Netherlands)
St. Martin (France)
Guadeloupe

Executive Director:		
Jeff Wong
Phone Contact:
+852-9333-1941
Email Contact:
jeffwong@hkcoc.org
Administrator:		
Johnny Chung
Phone Contact:
+852-9461-7237
Email Contact:
johnnychung@hkcoc.org

We’ve planted churches in many cities but still have more than 100 cities with
populations greater than one million to go. For this great task to be completed, we
put our hope in God’s promise:

I am the LORD; in its time I will do this swiftly. (Isaiah 60:22)
Pray with us that God will multiply disciples in the vast, waiting harvest field that is
China!
Jeff Wong
Hong Kong, China
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THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings

THIS GROUP
HAS ONE
FOCUS: TO
EVANGELIZE
ALL OF CHINA.

2006: The CMC is formed. Six churches have been planted since 2006, and nine
evangelists have been appointed.
2010: The underground churches in mainland China join in the annual special
missions contribution.
2012: The CMC School of Missions is founded. The CMC organizes the China
churches into four geographic regions for evangelism and church planting, each
with about 350 million people.
2015: The CMC’s missions budget grows from $800,000 (2006) to $1 million
(currently). The China family of churches has been almost completely self-supporting
since 1997. The combined weekly contribution of all Greater China churches has
doubled since 2006. The Foshan and Zhuhai mission teams were planted since the
unveiling of the 2020 vision.

THE PLAN

The priorities of the CMC are to protect and grow the existing churches and disciples
while continuing to plant new churches. Three specific facets of the plan are:
> To plant churches in Qingdao, Dongguan, and Changzhou (all over 1 million in
population).
> To raise up and train leaders through the CMC’s School of Missions (currently 62
students, 22 in Hong Kong and 40 in mainland China).
> To finance the existing and new plantings through an annual special missions
contribution of five times our weekly contribution.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

The China Missions Council is composed of nine evangelist/women’s ministry leader
couples, each of whom serves for a three-year term. This group has one focus: to
evangelize all of China. Contributing churches work with several “underground”
churches. There are 22 churches in total that give support to the annual missions
budget (27 if you include all six churches in Taiwan separately). Specific information
about the receiving churches is information that is guarded to protect the disciples
in China from persecution.

THE GIVING

All 22 contributing churches give to the CMC by calculating a specific multiple of
their monthly contribution. Of all the money collected for special missions, 100%
goes to the mission field in China.

THE CHALLENGES

The CMC has to be very careful to protect the churches and the disciples in China.
This presents difficulties many Christian organizations do not have, such as helping
the disciples to get connected with other Christians around the world. Furthermore,
this presents obvious issues when evangelizing and the care we must take so as not
to endanger the entire church as new people study the Bible.
While it is true that there are no “countries” left to plant in our region, the remaining
work is overwhelming. The 1.4 billion people of China are divided into 22 provinces,
five autonomous regions, four municipalities, two special administrative regions
and one claimed province (Taiwan). As of this document, we have 28 churches in 11
provinces, four municipalities, two special administrative regions and one claimed
province. This leaves 11 provinces and five autonomous regions—and the millions of
Chinese living there—yet unreached.

THE BEST PRACTICES
>

The entirety of collected domestic missions ending up on the mission field itself

> The consistent and continual growth of the churches in one of the most challenging

mission fields in the world

THE TRENDS
		
Year

Revenue

Growth			

2014

$1,003,560

2015

$1,025,330

$21,970

2016

$1,030,000

$4,670		

The CMC board conducts all of its meetings and business via e-mail as face-toface meetings are not presently possible because of the aforementioned dangers.
However, all these communications are copied and stored to satisfy all legal
requirements necessary to remain a non-profit organization. There are three
members of the board, all of whom have been serving since asked to join by the
former chairman.
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European Missions Society



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION
Greetings from the European Missions Society!

EMS
Executive Director:
Valdur Koha
Phone Contact:
(781) 330-9738
Email Contact:
valdurkoha@gmail.com
Administrator:		
Jim Blough
Phone Contact:
(978) 866-9060
Email Contact:
jim.blough@gmail.com
Social Media Information:
Melanie Singh
melsingh6@gmail.com
Website:
www.euromissions.org

I am deeply grateful and honored to have led the European Missions Society
(formerly, the International Missions Society) for over ten years now. I am thrilled
that I can be part of an effort that has as its focus God’s deepest desire to see all
men saved throughout the whole world (1 Timothy 2:4). I also truly believe that
highly functioning missions societies are an ideal organizational tool in pursuit of
the next phase of world evangelization.
The successful implementation of a missions society requires that devotion to unity
about which Jesus is so concerned (John 17). As a unique cooperation of various
churches that voluntarily participate in a joint effort, the formation of a missions
society depends on a strong commitment to unity from all participants. The
decision of Chicago and the Midwest to join the EMS a few years ago demonstrated
an inspiring degree of humility and partnership. Since then, I have been humbled
to see how well the churches in New England, the Midwest, Europe, and Northern
Virginia have been working together. Jesus must be smiling.
God has done great things over the years in Europe, a continent of many countries,
languages, cultures, and religions. The current phase is characterized by the
reviving of mission churches through seasoned missions warriors like John and
Carol McGuirk in Paris, France, Scott and Lynn Green in Berlin, Germany, and young
zealots like Jon and Rachel Buchholz in Milan, Italy. The great experience of past
missions endeavors are combined with next-generation leadership talent! Truly
“your young men will see visions, your old men will dream dreams” (Acts 2:17) is
yet again being fulfilled today. This provides confidence that we are on a great path
and that the future is secure.
Being from Europe myself (I lived the first 30 years of my life in Germany), I am so
excited to see the gospel being spread throughout all of Europe. There is much to
do as many large cities are waiting to hear the gospel. The biggest city near my
hometown in the Black Forest is Stuttgart, Germany. It is my dream that not only
many churches will be planted all over Europe, but that in the near future we would
see a vibrant church in Stuttgart as well! And to God be the glory!

THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings
1996: The EMS takes its initial form as NEEM - New England, European Missions.
1990 to 2005: Approximately 30 churches are planted across Western and Eastern
Europe.
2005: The International Missions Society (IMS) is formed out of the existing NEEM
churches, spearheaded by the Boston Church.
2010: Chicago and parts of the Midwest begin a collaborative partnership within
the IMS.
2012: NOVA (Northern Virginia) joins the IMS.
2013: Ukraine and Moldova officially join the IMS.
2014: The International Missions Society changes its name to the European Missions
Society (EMS).
2005 to 2015: Ten churches are planted across Western and Eastern Europe,
including Ukraine.

“YOUR YOUNG
MEN WILL
SEE VISIONS,
AND YOUR
OLD MEN
WILL DREAM
DREAMS”
ACTS 2:17

THE PLAN

The priorities of the EMS in recent years have been focused in two areas: leadership
development and the strengthening and growth of existing churches. Here is how
these objectives are being achieved:
> Over the last three years, a lead evangelist and women’s ministry leader have
been sent to five different cities.
> Summer intern programs have been initiated in Budapest, Kiev, Berlin, and Paris.
> In the summer of 2016, 40 interns are scheduled to serve multiple sites.
> Three schools of missions are operating—in New England, Chicago, and Kiev—
with 60 future leaders currently being trained in the three schools.
> At each board meeting, quarterly updates and reports are presented, detailing the
health and growth of all participating congregations.
> One church, Warsaw, has been planted since the inception of the 2020 vision.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

The European Missions Society consists of a cooperation of churches spanning the
continents of North America and Europe. In North America, the EMS is made up of
contributing churches from within the Midwest, New England, Northern Virginia,
and the Northwest families of churches. In Europe, 32 churches represent the EMS
across the entire continent. These European churches range in size from just a few
disciples in one city to disciples numbering in the hundreds in places like Berlin,
Odessa, Budapest, and Paris, and then into the thousands on the eastern front of
the European work, Kiev.

Valdur Koha
Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
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Planted Countries
Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Italy
Moldova
Netherlands
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovak Republic
Spain
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
Countries Waiting
Kosovo
Macedonia
Montenegro
Portugal
Slovenia

A board of 24 members represents all of these churches. Board members are
determined by the following:
> For U.S. contributing churches: One seat can be gained by an initial contribution
of $50,000 annually.
> For the European contributing churches: One board seat is gained by an initial
contribution of $10,000.
> One congregation can have more than one board seat for additional contributions
of $100,000 per seat, with a limit of six seats per church.
> The EMS board meets four times per year with a specific purpose assigned to
each meeting. The 1st quarter meeting focuses on fundraising; the 2nd quarter,
strategy; the 3rd quarter, operations; and the 4th quarter, budget.
Additionally, the EMS board utilizes these meetings to continually solidify the vision,
properly allocate the resources, provide reports and updates on the progress being
made, and assign tasks and follow-up for the future.

THE BEST PRACTICES

Consistency and purpose of board meetings
Clearly defined board member selection
> Clear understanding of revenue goals for contributing churches
> Three pillar schools of missions in Europe and the U.S.
>
>

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

Growth			

2014

$2,161,545

2015

$2,295,197

$133,252

2016 (proj.)

$2,270,781

-$24,416		

THE GIVING

With 22 contributing churches, the EMS has seen revenues in 2015 in excess of $2.2
million. For each contributing church, we have set the following revenue goals:
> A 10x multiple of the previous year’s weekly contribution creates the annual
special missions goal.
> Our aim is that 90% (9 multiples) will be designated specifically for the work in
Europe, while 10% (1 multiple) is allocated for the work of domestic missions.
> Currently the EMS is reaching the 10x multiple goal with approximately an 8x
multiple being used in Europe.

THE CHALLENGES

First, we are faced with rebuilding a strong leadership base. In the early 2000s the
work in Europe was reduced to only one full-time minister, Thierry Fender. Now a
base of leadership has been formed in most of the churches. However, there are still
many congregations without full-time leaders. The EMS has taken this challenge in
providing trained leaders in every current church as its highest priority.
Second is the challenge of growth. Among our fellowship of churches, Europe
remains one of the most secular and least evangelized places in the world. The EMS
speaks often of the saturation ratio of disciples in Europe relative to the population.
For instance, in the Midwest, with 4,000 members, there is one disciple for every
7,000 people in the total population base. In New England there is one disciple for
every 5,000 in the population base. Currently in Europe, the ratio of disciples to the
greater population is one disciple for every 500,000 people.
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THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings

Florida Missions Council



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


FMC
Executive Directors:
John Reus
Martin Bentley
Phone Contact:
(786) 210-2859 (John)
(407) 489-4742 (Martin)
Email Contact:
(John)
John_Reus@southfloridachurch.
net
(Martin)
cmbentley1@hotmail.com
Administrator:		
Sean Davis
Phone Contact:
(954) 767-0880 x113
Email Contact:
sean@southfloridachurch.net
Website:
www.floridamissioncouncil.org

INTRODUCTION
Whoever believes in me, as the Scripture has said, streams of living water will flow
from within him.” (John 7:38)
Having lived in both Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Monterrey, Mexico, Carmen
and I have a deep love and affection for our brothers and sisters throughout Latin
America. For more than 29 years, we have been privileged to serve in and among
these amazing disciples as they promote the gospel in their own countries.
God has filled the hearts of disciples in 17 churches in the Southern Cone of South
America and their 13 partner churches in Florida and Louisiana to overflowing. The
desire of these Christians is to save as many of God’s lost children as possible.
In order to be His vessels, we must walk in His light. We must (and get to) love each
other sincerely. We must love our lost neighbors as we love ourselves. We must
follow the example of Jesus and His first disciples in terms of courage, urgency and
passion for the mission. We must train leaders, plant churches, give generously,
work together, and maintain our focus on the mission in our own neighborhood,
office, and school.
Jesus gave His life to save every man, woman, and child in South America, Louisiana,
and Florida. Further, He gave His life so that His Spirit could dwell in and flow from
within us. It is now our privilege to live and die for His divine mission.
Martin Bentley
Daytona Beach, Florida, U.S.A.
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2004: The FMC comes into existence based on a prayer and vision for the evangelistic
effort of spreading the gospel and financially supporting those in need within South
America’s Southern Cone and part of the Caribbean Basin. The founding group
meets in Tampa, consisting of six men and women from South Florida and Naples.
The formalization of the FMC is established by the congregations within the areas
of Jacksonville, Tampa, Gainesville, Orlando, South Florida, Naples/Ft. Myers, and
Tallahassee. A “member missionary initiative” is established, and a total of 83 member
missionaries are involved in seven trips to spread the gospel in South America.
2005: The FMC establishes collaborative relationships between leaders in Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Haiti, and Argentina.
2006: Due to political unrest, Haitian missionary efforts are temporarily halted.
2008: The FMC director develops the School of Missions Initiative (SOM), a program
for the development of South American leadership.
2009: Graduates of the SOM are identified and called to plant a church in Paraguay.
2010: Paraguayan missionary receives financial and spiritual support and overcomes
a life-threatening medical condition. The news reinvigorates the U.S. congregations
to support the FMC and its various efforts.
2010-2012: South American churches are strengthened in their leadership and
pairings. New programs include: “I Choose Us” (marriage seminars), Arco Iris
Foundation (medical services to the poor), and the GO Program (graduates
overseas). The FMC and the Florida Leadership Group create a common agenda
and vision.
2013-2015: Inaugural “Celebration of Caring” fundraiser is established, a financial
initiative to support the Arco Iris Program. Full-time missionary leaders are sent
to La Paz, Bolivia. The FMC website is relaunched to communicate the efforts and
accomplishments attained by each of the South American churches. The Florida
church plantings (Sarasota and Daytona), along with Baton Rouge and New
Orleans, Louisiana, also contribute to the FMC.

THE FLORIDA
MISSIONS
COUNCIL EXISTS
TO PROMOTE,
ENCOURAGE,
FOSTER AND
ENGAGE IN
BUILDING
STRONG,
VIBRANT
CHURCHES IN
THE CARIBBEAN
BASIN AND
CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
AMERICA.

THE PLAN

Local missionaries devise operational plans that serve as the backdrop to guide
the FMC. Core matters of concern include new church planting goals, missionary
resource allocation, training, political climate impact on missionaries, and the future
financial sustainability of each supported church.
Under the guidance and direction of the mission directors, the FMC board prepares
an annual budget based on the grant proposals submitted by each member church
organization. Each grant proposal is summarized and reviewed by the FMC Board
and the respective, Florida-paired church.
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Additionally, the relational pairings between Florida and South American churches
are established in order to disciple, guide, and strengthen connections that provide
for healthy involvement.

Planted Countries
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Paraguay
Countries Waiting
Uruguay

Although missions strategies evolve, the FMC desires to foster and maintain stability
and unity in the churches while inspiring healthy growth, spiritually and numerically.
Focused strategies include, but are not limited to, high-impact missions strategies
for new leadership, a stronger youth and family ministry, a reinvigorated campus
ministry, and further development of a regional missions training center.
Based on the reviewed and adjusted total grant proposal requests submitted to
the FMC by South American (Southern Cone) churches, the allocation of monetary
support by each Florida church is calculated using the total adjusted congregation
size per location versus the total adjusted congregation participation (campus and
teen members have a reduced or excluded participant contribution goal).

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

John and Barbara Porter’s transition out of their FMC leadership roles represents
a loss. The remaining directorship consists of John and Silvia Reus and Martin and
Carmen Bentley, who have over 30 years of combined missionary experience. The
FMC has full confidence in their leadership.

THE BEST PRACTICES

Focus on training of future leaders in the school of missions
A developed and thorough plan for supporting current and future missionaries
through the local churches
> A fully developed board, with strict adherence to U.S. non-profit laws
>
>

THE TRENDS

The FMC total revenue has remained relatively constant for the last six years. The
receiving churches’ basic support has been decreasing as they become more selfsustaining. This has freed up dollars for new ministry initiatives, such as campus
leadership development and training for the missionary field.

The Florida Missions Council is made up of member churches in the state of Florida.
Each member church appoints two voting members to the FMC membership.
Co-directors support the communications between the FMC membership and
the South American churches. The executive members of the FMC work with the
administrative team to oversee its missions strategies and practices.

THE GIVING

The Florida Missions Council has a July 1 to June 30 fiscal year. Annually, the 10
member churches in Florida are requested to review and accept their assigned
collection goal, generally in the spring/summer of each year. In July, the member
churches begin to send in their missions support to the FMC, which then collects
the funds and later distributes them based on the FMC board of directors’ approval
of a budget/use of funds. This mid-year FMC budget cycle is necessary in order to
provide enough time for the Florida churches to set their calendar-year budgets
and propose special missions allocations to their memberships.

>

Year

Revenue

Growth			

2012

$526,879

2013

$577,318

$50,439

2014

$578,304

$986		

2015

$505,611

$-72,693

2016

$399,180

$-106,431

Note: The decrease in yearly revenue is due to the growth in local contribution receipts of receiving

churches.

THE CHALLENGES

As with any foreign support organization, differences in social, cultural, economic
and legal environments create challenges in distributing support in a manner
consistent with U.S. standards. Consequently the FMC works hard to educate the
grant applicants each year to prepare proper reporting to accompany the annual
grant applications. Additionally, because many of the economies are developing or
third world nations, helping them to become self-sufficient is a complex process.
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Missions Society Name:
Eurasian Missions Society [EMS]

Greater Eurasian Missions



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GEM
Missions Society Name:
Canada/Urals Alliance [CUA]
Executive Director:
Marty Udall
Phone Contact:
(902) 456-8815
Email Contact:
marty.udall@gmail.com
Administrator:
Ed Bahula
Phone Contact:
(416) 951-0730
Email Contact:
edbahula@gmail.com
____________________________

INTRODUCTION
Greetings from Greater Eurasian Missions!
Greater Eurasian Missions is a unified, cooperative effort of three separate North
American missions societies working together to evangelize a region of the world
known as Eurasia. Eurasia encompasses 10 countries, including Russia, Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan, Belarus and the Caucasus. Geographically, it is immense; culturally, it is
extremely diverse; politically, it is violently divided.
Working together, these three missions societies are focused on building the large
churches of Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Novosibirsk into pillar churches to spread
the gospel in this challenging area; strengthening our small churches by adding
both new and young, and experienced and mature leaders; strengthening our
present leadership; and developing our youth.
These key cities are, and have been for some time, led by nationals who were
converted some 20-plus years ago. The dream to evangelize this lost world, to
go and make disciples of Jesus has been transferred to thousands of like-minded
disciples in Eurasia. It is a daunting task, which includes a large, widely spread-out
population. There remain a number of large cities without a church, but together
with our brothers and sisters in North America we will make a difference. Thank you
for your love, support, and continual prayers. We love you.
The Eurasian Council
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Executive Director:
Jeff Mannel

Greetings from the Russia Central Asia Missions Group!
The work in the RCA is truly one of the most fulfilling and faith-building endeavors
that I have had the pleasure to be involved with. Russia itself is a fascinating place
— a massive country with many cultures, languages, histories, and even weather!
For someone who lives in Southern California, I look forward to my yearly blast of
Russian winter during my annual November trip, which keeps me tough and able
to relate to our brothers and sisters in some small way. The Russian people are a
fascinating group full of great faith and desire to see their immense country (11 time
zones!) hear the gospel. They possess the innate toughness combined with their
God-gifted spirituality to get the job done!
The Moscow church was planted in 1991 by Andy and Tammy Fleming and a small
group of disciples from different churches around the world. From this one church
have come 30 other congregations in 10 countries, many of which are Muslim
dominated, with over 3,300 disciples. We have churches in all of the “-stans”—
the Asian part of Eurasia which is perched above the Middle East. We have been
blessed with uninterrupted missions contribution support from the United States
and Canada, even during the most challenging times in our movement. We are so
thankful for the heart of each disciple who has been moved to give to Eurasian
Missions over the years. We are also thankful for the Eurasian church leadership
and for our partnership over the decades. We believe God has worked through
the Eurasian leadership to lay a foundation for future generations to name Jesus
as Lord! We are also grateful for our continued partnership with Andy and Tammy
Fleming, who have dedicated themselves to consistent relationships in the Eurasian
churches as shepherds watching over this great flock.
We look forward to even greater things—more baptisms, more churches, and more
victory stories—as we extend the faith to the next generations, to God’s glory.
Marty Fuqua
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Phone Contact:		
(314) 604-2928
Email Contact:		
jeffmannel@gmail.com
Administrator:		
Bill Sanders
Phone Contact:		
(630) 890-4590
Email Contact:		
bsanders@eurasianmissions.org
____________________________
Missions Society Name:
Russia Central Asia Missions Group
[RCA]
Executive Director:
Marty Fuqua
Phone Contact:		
(626) 799-8386
Email Contact:		
mc_fuqua@yahoo.com
Administrator:		
Tom McCurry
Phone Contact:		
(626) 590-1037
Email Contact:		
tmccurry66@gmail.com
Website:
www.eurasianmissions.org
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Cooperating Missions Societies



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Countries Planted
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Georgia
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Russia
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Countries Waiting
None

Canada/Urals Alliance [CUA]
Supporting churches: Toronto, Edmonton, Halifax
Associated churches: Yekaterinburg, Perm (Perm has no full-time staff; it is
supported by providing travel funds for leaders to attend quarterly training)
> Supported churches: Ufa, Chelyabinsk
>
>

Eurasian Missions Society [EMS]
Supporting churches: Austin, Amarillo, Lubbock and Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas;
Omaha, Nebraska; Northwest Arkansas; Kansas City, St. Louis, Columbia, and
Springfield, Missouri; Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Oklahoma; and Lawrence and
Wichita, Kansas
> Associated churches: Novosibirsk
> Supported churches: Baku, Rostov-on-Don, Tbilisi, Volgograd, Yerevan, Veliki,
Novgorod, Volgograd, Yaroslavl, Krasnoyarsk, Omsk, Khabarovsk, Spassk-Dalniy,
Vladivostok, and St. Petersburg
> Supported countries: Russia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia
>

Russia and Central Asia Missions [RCA]
Supporting churches: Los Angeles – Lifeway, Los Angeles – North
> Associated churches: Moscow
> Supported churches: Almaty, Bishkek, Dushanbe, Tashkent, Ashakhabad,
Nishni-Novgorod, Samara, Minsk, Ekaterinburg, Perm, Ufa, Chelyabinsk
> Supported countries: Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
Kyrgyzstan, Belarus
>

HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings
1991: The Moscow church is planted from Los Angeles.
2002: As part of the Northern Federation World Sector, Eurasia is the biggest
Geographic Sector (outside the U.S.) with 10,752 disciples (11,054 with the Baltics).
This represents 8% of ICOC and 14% of non-U.S. membership.			
2003: Key programs, involving travel, training, and communication, have to be
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cut. A casualty of the International Churches of Christ turmoil, several mission
supportive groups cease to function in an effective manner, and funding is cut from
$2.9 million down to approximately $1.3 million for total Eurasian support. In the
summer of 2003, Jeff Balsom is tasked to undertake the formation of a functioning
missions society to help support Eurasia. The legal and administrative formation
of this society is tasked to Bill Sanders, the controller of the Chicago church at the
time. Eurasian Missions NFP (not-for-profit) is incorporated on October 15, 2003,
and receives a DBA (“doing business as”) Eurasian Missions Society. The bylaws are
approved December 11, 2003.
2003 - 2007: Two missions societies—Eurasian Missions and Canada / Urals Alliance—
each with its own administrator, board, and ministry oversight team, provide
support to Eurasia. In this same period, to better meet needs, Eurasian Missions
is divided into three separate missions societies: Eurasian Missions, Russia/Central
Asia Missions, and Canada/Ural Missions.
2004: The organization receives is 501(c)(3) status on February 25.
2008: The North Region and Lifeway ministries of the Los Angeles church transition
into the Russia/Central Asia Missions, to focus on Moscow and its family of churches.
2011: Chicago joins the European Missions Society, and adds the churches of
Ukraine and the surrounding countries.
2014: Eurasia membership is 6,696 (61% of the 2002 totals). This is due primarily
to almost 3,000 disciples moving over to the European Missions Society, and
represents 11.5% of our non-U.S. membership.

THE PLAN

Looking at the three cooperative missions groups, several common needs have
been identified:
> Funds for travel, training, and building unity.
> Focus on translation of materials, and a media and editing ministry. These are
crucial for encouraging, educating, and uniting our churches because of the
distance and language isolation.
> Prayers for peace between our countries and for religious freedom.
Here is a description of the specific work of each of the three missions societies.

Canada / Urals Alliance [CUA]
Our aim is to help support salaries of the staff in Ufa and Chelyabinsk. In addition,
to aid in the training of new and veteran leaders, we cover travel of volunteer staff
from Perm to various training sites.
Every second year, we send a couple to the Ural region to personally visit churches
and teach. This is an important piece, as it helps to fulfill the government’s mandate
regarding our agreement with Russian churches. In that same time frame, we plan
to have a Ural representative visit Canada.
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Russia and Central Asia / Eurasian Missions Societies [RCA, EMS]
In partnership with the other missions societies in the Greater Eurasian Missions, our
priorities are leadership development, family development, and the strengthening
and growth of existing churches, especially the largest churches such as Moscow,
St. Petersburg, and Novosibirsk. Some future plans and strategies follow: First, we
are evaluating all supported churches and ministries. We have set a time line for
self-sufficiency of one to five years, unless special circumstances arise which call
for flexibility.
Second, we are continuing to develop our leadership training program. Through
the Ministry Training Academies (currently in Moscow and Novosibirsk), we are
striving to raise up full-time and volunteer leaders. MTAs are being developed
around the world to synchronize academic training in the ICOC. In 2016, our intent
is to formalize an MTA for the Eurasian family of churches. Instructors for each
course will be selected based on proficiency in the area of instruction. One exciting
point is the number of full-time ministers who speak Russian, such as the Flemings,
Hoopers, Vetts, and Floreses. We also will use a number of North American leaders
who don’t speak Russian to lead classes. Finally, we are striving to raise up elders
with our shepherd-in-training group, now located in Moscow.

Russia and Central Asia Missions: The RCA board consists of four members, two
from each supporting ministry (Lifeway and North Regions of the Los Angeles
church). The board holds one annual meeting and convenes otherwise as needs
arise. The board also includes an administrator, Tom McCurry, and a treasurer,
Nathan Johnston.

THE GIVING

The majority of churches supporting the Greater Eurasian Missions contribute with
an annual freewill offering based on a goal of 10 times their regular weekly giving.

THE CHALLENGES
The population of Eurasia is 240 million.

To help our youth to raise up, we are partnering in a HOPE Youth Corps effort and
are hoping to see programs in St. Petersburg, Novosibirsk, Rostov-on-Don, and
Vladivostok within the next two to three years. A Campus Swap student exchange
program will strengthen our campus outreach.

Russia is physically the largest country in the world, constituting one-seventh of the
world’s landmass. The flight distance from St. Petersburg to Vladivostok is 4,107
miles (6610 km), with a flight time of over eight and a half hours, which makes
relational connections more difficult.

Our strategic planning involves strengthening current churches, establishing new
congregations, conducting in-depth teaching missions, and seeing to the retirement
needs of some of our senior staff.

Russia is under sanctions with the steep drop in oil prices, which has led to extreme
financial hardships on the disciples in this region. The ruble is currently at 75 rubles
to one U.S dollar; two years ago it was 32 rubles to one dollar, so our support
becomes even more important. Many disciples are finding it extremely difficult to
secure decent jobs to support their families and the local church.

In regard to funding, we will be creating a Eurasian oversight group that will track
giving, support strategic plans, and increase fiscal support. This will enable us to
maintain support for the Flemings, who are a vital resource to the region.

HOW THE BOARDS WORK

Canada / Urals Alliance: As of this date, the CUA does not have a sitting board of
directors, but decisions are vetted through a Canadian leadership team made up of
Marty Udall, Ed Bahula, Kevin Robbins, and Andrew Lewis.
Eurasian Missions Society: An annual meeting of the council (Derik Vett, Dave
Hooper, Brian Gross, Bill Sanders, and Jeff Mannel) shall be held each year for the
purpose of electing directors and for the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting.
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An annual meeting of the board of directors (separate from the leadership council)
shall be held each year, or at such other time and place as may be designated by
the president or secretary of the board for the purpose of electing directors and for
the transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Current
EMS board members are Jason Touchatt, Lonny Niederstadt, and Tim Sherrill.
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Russian is the third most-spoken language in our family of churches, after English
and Spanish, and the majority of Eurasian church leaders do not speak English or
Spanish.
For the Canada/Urals Alliance, there are three primary challenges that often affect
our relationship and support. First is the exchange rate; as it fluctuates, it affects the
rate of the Canadian dollar to the ruble more severely than that of the U.S. dollar to
the ruble. Second, the cost of travel for Canadians is higher and therefore affects
our budgeting in regard to sending couples over. And third, the smaller churches
in Canada are tight financially, and therefore are limited in their ability to help with
foreign missions.
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Aside from the daunting geographic, linguistic, and cultural challenges, Eurasian
churches face the challenge of continuing to grow and expand; broaden their
mature leadership base, especially in the larger churches; and maintain an active
and close connection with their funding churches.

THE BEST PRACTICES

One of the most exciting changes is the move toward greater unity and
interconnectedness between the three missions societies and their respective
churches that serve Russia and the surrounding countries.
> Increased unity between mission societies
> Each supported church having a plan to be self-sufficient financially
> Purposeful travel to train, develop future leadership, and maintain unity
> Developing youth and family training
> Ministry Training Academy

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

Growth			

2012

$1,309,685

2013

$826,328

$483,357

2014

$814,722

$-11,606

2015

$830,951

$16,229

Note: EMS 2012 included $510,000 from the Midwest family of churches;

Mexico and Central
America Missions



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION
Seven years ago, I had never stepped foot in Mexico or in any of the countries in
Central America. Though I had donated money to support the mission work there
for years, I had no personal connection with any of the churches. Wanting to gain
more of an understanding of where our missions offering went, and wanting to give
my kids a glimpse of life outside of the U.S., we visited the church in El Salvador
in November 2009. I immediately fell in love with the church and connected with
the mission work in a way I never imagined. I have since taken eight mission teams
with over 70 members from my church just to do what we can to encourage the
brothers throughout the MCA.
Over the last seven years, I have had the incredible privilege of visiting every
country in Central America, as well as the church in Mexico City. The brothers and
sisters in these churches have inspiring faith and a deep love for one another. Many
of these countries have been ravaged by war and gang violence, yet the churches
have demonstrated an ever-deepening dedication to the spread of the gospel. The
leaders throughout these churches have shown a deep commitment to growing in
their knowledge and leadership, as well as fighting for unity with one another.

they now contribute toward the European Missions Society.

There are 27 churches and over 6,500 disciples in Mexico. Throughout the seven
countries in Central America, there are 11 churches and almost 2,000 disciples.
Some highlights are the campus ministry at UNAM in Mexico City, which is seeing
inspiring growth. And many of the campus ministries throughout Central America
have connected with each other and are sharing ideas and traveling to other
countries to help with evangelistic campaigns. The unity that is being forged in
these situations is so inspiring!
One of the most exciting things happening in this region of the world is the
development of the HOPE worldwide Community Service Brigades, which have had
a tremendous impact on the churches in Central America. Walter and Lori Kotkowski
have spearheaded this effort which has brought more than 1,300 volunteers from 70
churches to serve the poor in our sister churches first, and then to their communities
after that. In more than 30 brigades in the last six years, God has worked to provide
more than 21,000 medical and dental visits, more than 36,000 prescriptions filled
free of charge, and over 1.1 million multi-vitamins given out.
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MCA
Executive Director:
Jay Minor
Phone Contact:
(818) 427-4601
Email Contact:
jayminor@turningpoint.org
Administrator:		
Robin Heskett
Phone Contact:
(949) 939-7017
Email Contact:
robinh@laicc.net
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/
MCAMissionsNews
Instagram:
www.instagram.com/
MCAMissions
Website:
www.mcamissions.org
Blog:
www.themissiondiaries.com
Twitter:
@MissionsMCA
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Another highlight of the work is the development of the English as a Second
Language (ESL) program. God has used disciples with the heart and training to write
and publish a three-year curriculum that teaches English using the Bible. This unique
program will enable the disciples in our churches there to increase their earning
potential by two to three times! The ESL program is currently ongoing in several
countries in Central America, and is on track to expand into Mexico as well.
These varied efforts that are meeting the physical needs of the disciples are
bearing incredible fruit. Many people are becoming Christians as a result of the
love and faith they are receiving from these programs. We have received incredible
spiritual help and support from churches in Texas, Georgia, Virginia, North Carolina,
Massachusetts, and elsewhere. We anticipate that God will unleash a great many
new victories of faith in Mexico and Central America, and I am thrilled to be a
witness to it!
Jay Minor
Los Angeles, CA, U.S.A.

THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings
1987: First ICOC churches planted in Latin America: São Paulo, Mexico City, Buenos
Aires.
1988: Establishment of Central and South American World Sector of the ICOC, with
headquarters in Mexico City.
1990s: Plantings continue in other major cities of Latin America.
1995: The CSA World Sector is incorporated as a non-profit, headquartered in
South Florida.
2000: Headquarters relocate to Los Angeles (CSA West).
2003: Latin American mission responsibilities redistributed. CSA West becomes
aligned with Mexico and Central America only.
2004-2006: The CSA World Sector winds down and corporation dissolves. Church
plantings continue in Mexico and Central America.
2005: New corporate entity, Mexico and Central America (MCA) Missions established,
modeled after other denominational missions organizations.

THE PLAN

MCA Missions sees itself, and is configured, as a provider of services and resources.
It does not exert any governance or discipling function toward the supported
churches. The organization obtains financial resources from its U.S. partners to
support the programs in Mexico and Central America.
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MCA Missions has shifted its funding philosophy from church-based to programsbased funding in recent years. Every year the foreign churches submit proposals for
programs for which they require support. Currently we support programs related
to three areas: campus and youth ministry, leadership training and development,
and missions support.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

Our Mission Statement: “Our ambition is to glorify God and with the gospel forever
change lives in Mexico and Central America and our supporting churches.”
MCA Missions is overseen by a board of directors. The bylaws allow for up to
11 directors, but currently, we have nine seats filled. Each contributing region
of the Los Angeles church nominates passionate and qualified candidates to
represent their region on the board, generally after internal discussion between
staff and non-staff leadership. The candidates are then elected by the existing
board for a two-year term.
As of 2016, the board consists of Louis Catugno (Coastal LA); Jaime De Anda,
vice chairman (Orange County); Ruben De Anda (Coastal LA); Pedro Garcia
(Lighthouse); David Hymel (Lighthouse); Jay Minor, chairman (Turning Point); Steve
Morici (Coastal LA); Sergio Pulido (Coastal LA); and Dan Roditi, (Orange County).
There are three officers elected by the board: president (Jay Minor), secretary (Mike
Wooten), and treasurer (Robin Heskett).
The MCA Missions board meets three to four times per year. A typical calendar
goes like this:
> Summer meeting: Evaluate missions contributions. Set up the plans for the next
cycle’s budget.
> Fall meeting: Board training. Discuss the funding proposals and approve budget
for next cycle. Elect new directors and/or officers as required.
> Winter meeting: Follow-up. Evaluate progress of current programs.
> Other: Generally by teleconference to discuss or act on a specific pending item.

MCA MISSIONS
HAS SHIFTED
ITS FUNDING
PHILOSOPHY
FROM
CHURCHBASED TO
PROGRAMSBASED
FUNDING IN
RECENT
YEARS.

The MCA Missions board utilizes these meetings to discuss input and communications
from the Ministry Advisory Group; allocate resources; report and update the
progress of funded programs; and provide the directors with training in non-profit
dynamics. In order to receive strategic input from both our donor and receiving
churches, the board relies on a Ministry Advisory Group of ministry leaders who are
involved in discipling leaders and churches in Mexico and Central America.
As of 2016, the Ministry Advisory Group consists of Rafael and Griselda Lua (working
with Mexico City); Pedro and Laura Garcia (working with Central America); Luis and
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Sylvia Mendez (working with Central and Northwest Mexico); Jay and Traci Minor
(working with Central America); Mark and Connie Mancini (working with Monterrey,
Mexico); and Javier and Kelly Amaya.

THE GIVING
Planted Countries
Belize
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Countries Waiting:
None

In 2015 MCA Missions received about $605,000 in contributions from the Coastal,
Lighthouse, Orange County, and Turning Point groups of the Los Angeles church.
The MCA operates on a fiscal year cycle from October to September, with collections
taken in most groups during the summer.
The MCA Missions board meets in the fall and, based on the amounts given by
supporting groups, prepares and approves the budget for the next cycle.

Another challenge is that the average age of the members has risen. Many of the
early converts were college students and young singles who are now married and
raising families. Some of these members are actually the church leaders themselves.
Trying to meet the needs of the membership, and at the same time their own, can
tax the best of them! It has been difficult for us to provide enough spiritual support
and discipling help to those families, especially those whose children are now teens.
There are no elderships in any of these churches. This continuum of needs in family
discipling to shepherding to elderships is perhaps the greatest challenge that we
face. This is where a greater involvement on the part of the many mature disciples
in the L.A. church (and other U.S. churches) can become invaluable.

THE BEST PRACTICES

Directors representing their respective ministry groups
Ministry Advisory Group providing both strategic and tactical input
> Programs-based funding approach allowing for better focus of support and will
better evaluation of impact and progress
> “Partnership” mentality allowing MCA Missions to collaborate with several other
organizations (such as HOPE worldwide Community Service Brigades)
>

The Los Angeles church, which operates on a calendar year basis (January to
December) includes the requested amounts in their budget planning process during
the fall. Once approved, the supporting Los Angeles regions inform MCA Missions
about the contribution goals for the next year.
MCA Missions uses about 90%-92% of contributions toward the direct or indirect
support of programs. Administrative costs are kept low (around 5%-7%) mainly
because there are no payroll or other employment-based costs. The budget also
includes a small amount to be placed in reserve for the next financial cycle.

THE CHALLENGES

Financial support is limited, and it has decreased slightly over the past few years.
The members of the four L.A. regions that support MCA Missions deserve to be
commended for their faith and generosity year after year! Our mission field is
broad and open, but it will require more funding to achieve increased growth. MCA
Missions is going to need support from other sources.

>

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

2012

$617,400

2013

$545,000

-$72,400

2014

$769,000

$224,000

2015

$644,000

-$125,000

2016

$605,000(proj)

-$39,000

		

Growth			

During the early 2000s, many continental/geographic groups of churches suffered
as the former ICOC structure became undone. The Mexico and Central America
group was barely touched by those controversies. Churches continued to plant
churches and membership continued to grow. The MCA Missions field boasts some
large congregations, with Mexico City being one of the largest ICOC congregations
outside the U.S. However, we are now seeing some of the challenges of that rapid
expansion. Many of the churches planted are still small congregations of less than
50 members that are not growing numerically. How can we serve the needs of
those smaller churches and re-energize them?
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Middle East Missions Society

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION
Dear Family,
I’m very honored to serve as the executive director of the Middle East Mission
Society (MEMS), which now is comprised of 23 congregations in 14 nations with
more than 700 disciples. All the disciples thank you for your constant prayers,
encouragement, love, and support.

MEMS
Executive Director:
Mike Rock
Phone Contact:
(909) 730-7579
Email Contact:
mikerock2005@yahoo.com
Administrator:		
Keith Rose
Phone Contact:
(310) 403-8792
Email Contact:
keith@laicc.net
Website:
www.lebanonchurchofchrist.org

The Middle East is a land of rich history and vast civilizations, and is the birthplace of
three of the world’s main religions. However, the mere mention of the Middle East
today conjures up visions of strife, warfare and bloodshed. Despite two revolutions
and ongoing conflict in Egypt; civil wars in Iraq, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen; car
bombings and assassinations in Lebanon; and the rise of ISIS with their barbaric
and murderous ways; the Middle East family is one of the fastest-growing groups
of churches in our fellowship.
Our missionary work in the Middle East is of utmost importance and urgency. It’s a
difficult work but one that should not be abandoned for “more open places.” As one
of the fastest-growing geographic regions of the world, the Middle East population
of 450 million people in 21 nations will grow to 700 million by 2050 if current trends
continue. However, as strict Islamists continue to gain control, many of those from
Christian backgrounds are being persecuted, killed, or pushed out of their homes.
Christians are often looked upon as third-class citizens by their own governments
and non-Christian neighbors. Tragically, the wife of one of our newest Christians
was killed by her own family because she was studying the Bible. Her husband and
children had to flee to another country for safety. His conviction and his love for
Jesus are an inspiration to all.
Our Middle East family also recently experienced great shock, sadness, and loss
at the death of Maher Hinn, the Middle East leader, in a horrific car accident in
Lebanon. Maher’s wife, Samar, and their three children have handled Maher’s death
with incredible faithfulness. Please keep them in your prayers.
I plead with you to continue to pray for our brothers and sisters as they live out
their lives in a very difficult place. Pray for their boldness and courage as they
live without the religious freedom we so very much take for granted. Let us also
remember that with God all things are possible (Mark 10:27).

THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings
1995: The MEMS is formed to support churches in the Middle East.
2016: The current supporting churches are two regions of the L.A. church (Inland
Empire and Coastal L.A.) and San Diego, California, and Phoenix, Arizona.
The Arabic countries are Egypt, Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Jordon, Iraq, Iran, and
Yemen. Currently we have churches in the following cities: Cairo, Alexandria,
Khartoum, Juba, Beirut, Damascus, Amman, and Baghdad.
The Persian Gulf countries are Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates
(UAE), Qatar and Oman. Currently we have churches in Abu Dhabi, Sharjah, Al Ain,
Dubai, Kuwait, Manama, Doha, Muscat, Jeddah, Dammam, and Riyadh.

“…THE GOD
OF HEAVEN
WILL SET UP A
KINGDOM THAT
WILL NEVER BE
DESTROYED...
BUT IT WILL
ITSELF LAST
FOREVER.”
DANIEL 2:44

THE PLAN

The purpose of the MEMS is to provide leadership, spiritual guidance, and financial
support for the existing churches and future church plantings in that part of the world.
Mike Rock oversees the Arabic churches, and Guillermo Adame oversees the
Persian Gulf churches. The Rocks typically take two trips per year and the Adames
typically take one trip per year. Keith Rose, our administrator, normally takes one
trip per year as needed to oversee the finances as they relate to monies sent over
by the U.S. supporting churches. Other evangelists and members of supporting
churches also visit the Middle East on a regular basis.
Good news and special prayer requests from the Middle East are consistently
communicated to the supporting churches of the MEMS.
At least once per year, we try to have at least one of the church leaders from the
Middle East churches come to visit and speak at each of the supporting churches.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

The board of the MEMS consists of three members from the U.S. We also have one
member from each of the larger churches in the Middle East (four) with whom we
work to make decisions that affect their regions. We are discussing the addition of
members from the other supporting church who will represent them on the MEMS
board. There are no term limits for service on the board, but there has been a
healthy variety of people who have served.

With love and respect,
Mike Rock - Inland Empire, California, U.S.A.
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Planted Countries
Bahrain
Egypt
Iraq
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Oman
Qatar
Saudia Arabia
South Sudan
Sudan
Syria
United Arab Emirates
Yemen
Countries Waiting
Algeria
Iran
Libya
Morocco
Tunisia

Mike Rock leads the board meetings, but the authority for all decisions lies solely
with the board of directors. This group meets at least once per year, but also has
conference calls as needed and meets at conferences where there is opportunity.
The annual board meetings include an in-depth report for each of the Middle East
churches. This board meeting always covers a detailed report of the MEMS finances
for our fiscal year, includes the development of the MEMS budget for the next fiscal
year based on the expected missions contributions from each of the supporting
churches, and contains brainstorming sessions where new ideas are presented for
consideration of how we can better serve the MEMS churches.

THE GIVING

The goal for missions contributions over the past couple of years has been Coastal
LA - $200,000, Inland Empire -$150,000, and San Diego - $90,000. The supporting
churches of the MEMS gave $433,000 in 2014 and $445,000 in 2015.

Successful one-year challenge program implemented in Beirut, Lebanon
> Percentage of growth across the mission field one of the highest in the world
> Enjoyed consistent leadership with the Rocks in the Arabic churches and the
Adames in the Gulf churches, with the net result of an overall increase of disciples
and churches in the region for each of the last five years
>

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

Growth			

2013

$493,000

$10,000

2014

$508,000

$15,000

2015

$470,000

-$38,000		

Of the money collected by the MEMS, 6.5% goes to administration and miscellaneous
expenses; 68.5% goes directly to supporting the churches (primarily meeting
facilities and salaries); and 25% goes toward international training and support
(travel to and from the U.S., the Middle East, and conference expenses for Middle
East workers).

THE CHALLENGES

First is the challenge of getting trained and effective full-time ministry leaders in
the churches. Simply put, where and when we have the right leaders in place, then
the church will grow. The obvious need is to have staff supported to lead each of
the larger churches. To date we have full-time, supported staff only in Jordan, Cairo
and Beirut.
Second is the challenge of growth. Among our fellowship of churches, the Middle
East remains one of the most conflicted and dangerous regions in the world. This
ongoing turmoil affects the politics and the economies of the rest of the world in
unprecedented ways. Many of the churches are not yet large enough to support
full-time ministry leaders, and it is difficult to think about planting new churches
when the churches already planted are not growing or thriving.

THE BEST PRACTICES

A strong connection between the supporting churches of the MEMS through
multiple annual visits both to and from the Middle East
> A detailed understanding of the situation in each of the Middle East churches
>
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South Asian Missions Society



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION

SAMS
Executive Director:
Ruben Marbury
Phone Contact:
(301) 675-5949
Email Contact:
rubenmarbury@earthlink.com

What a blessing it is to see the gospel spread throughout India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
Nepal and Bangladesh! Without a doubt, the needs are great. Boasting a population
of more than 1.2 billion people, India alone has 47 cities of one million or more.
Pakistan is home to more than 182 million people, with Bangladesh following closely
at 156 million. The current population of Nepal is nearly 28 million people, and 20
million people call Sri Lanka their home. There are dozens of official languages,
serious economic challenges, constant political tension, and frequent religious
persecution across the region, but nothing is too difficult for the Lord.
Prior to 2004, 40 churches across South Asia received approximately $1.4 million
in missions support, and were able to maintain a staff of 135 full-time workers. After
2004, the Indian churches lost 47% of their funding. Consequently, they lost about
half of the full-time staff and several church plantings had to be absorbed into
larger churches or closed down due to lack of staff.
During 2007 and 2008, plans were developed for the four pillar churches (Bangalore,
Delhi, Mumbai, and Chennai) to work toward becoming self-supporting. Across India
the local contribution steadily increased from 2010 to the present and as of April this
year, all four churches have accomplished this goal. The other churches throughout the
region have made great progress in increasing their revenue and reducing expenses.
To date, there are 61 churches throughout these countries, with Gurgaon, India, the
62nd church, scheduled to go out this year. Truly we serve an incredible God!
In January 2012, the School of Missions was formed in India with the generous help
of the Beam fund. In 2015, the first set of students graduated from their three-year
program. These men and women have been sent out across the region of churches
and the second cohort has begun their training in earnest.
We are so grateful for the partnership of all the donor churches. Last year, churches
in Maryland, Virginia, Indiana, Michigan, and the U.K. gave nearly $700,000 to the
South Asian churches. It’s our vision to see that funding reach $1 million in the next
few years. It’s been amazing to see the evidence of God’s grace in the many lives
that have been changed as more and more souls have been saved. Truly the Lord
has done great things for us in this region of churches, and we are filled with joy!
Ruben Marbury
Silver Spring, Maryland, U.S.A
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THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings
2012: The India School of Missions is formed.
2015: The South Asian Missions Society is founded.
2010 to 2016: Twelve churches are planted.

THE PLAN

The priority of the SAMS has primarily been to plant churches in this densely
populated part of the world. It is important to plant churches in a place where
Christianity is not the main religion and where so many millions of people have
never heard the gospel. With this in mind, our goals are:
> To plant two more churches over the next two years, starting with Gurgaon
(Haryana, India) in 2016.
> To continue to strengthen the burgeoning churches planted in the last five to
seven years.
> To raise up new young leaders through the India School of Missions.
> To strengthen the four pillar churches in SAMS (Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, and
Mumbai), so that they continue to be self-supporting.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

The South Asian Missions Society consists of a cooperation of churches from the
United Kingdom, the United States, and several countries in South Asia. In North
America, the SAMS is made up of contributing churches from Maryland, Michigan,
Virginia, Indiana, and Pennsylvania; in the UK, a collaborative group of churches in
England, Ireland, Northern Ireland, and Scotland contributes.
In South Asia, the total number of churches that are members of the SAMS is 61.
These are churches located in India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Pakistan.
Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, and Mumbai are the pillar churches which help distribute
SAMS funds and care for all the other churches.
A board of 13 members represents all of these churches. Board members are
determined by appointment from all the church leaders. The SAMS board meets
three times per year, once in person and twice via remote access.

“WHEN THE LORD
RESTORED THE
FORTUNES OF
ZION, WE WERE
LIKE THOSE
WHO DREAMED.
OUR MOUTHS
WERE FILLED
WITH LAUGHTER,
OUR TONGUES
WITH SONGS OF
JOY. THEN IT WAS
SAID AMONG
THE NATIONS,
‘THE LORD HAS
DONE GREAT
THINGS FOR THEM.’
THE LORD HAS
DONE GREAT
THINGS FOR US,
AND WE ARE FILLED
WITH JOY”
PSALM 126:1-3

THE GIVING

With 11 contributing churches, the SAMS saw revenues in 2015 of $696,000. For
each contributing church, the revenue goals are set by the local congregation.
The SAMS board estimates that 88% of all collected amounts for special missions
are used exclusively for international support, with the remainder being used for
administrative costs and local missions.
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THE CHALLENGES
Planted Countries
Bangladesh
India
Nepal
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
Countries Waiting:
Afghanistan
Bhutan
Maldives

First is the logistical challenge of meeting together. Aside from the great distances
to travel and language barriers to overcome, there is the tremendous cost of
consistently meeting. Yet these meetings are integral to the planning and care of
the churches being supported by SAMS.
Second is the challenge of the pillar churches sustaining their self-support and
growing their budgets to become contributing congregations. When these
strategically important churches become significant contributing partners in this
mission, the growth of the smaller and more remote churches becomes the focus.
Third is the challenge to increase the amount being given to SAMS every year.
While there have been great sacrifices made for the benefit of SAMS, the giving has
remained the same for a number of years. As the contributing churches grow, we
hope to see the giving for missions also grow.
Lastly, we are challenged with the sheer volume of the work yet to be done.
Though currently there are 61 churches across the region, the remaining needs
are staggering when one considers the population. India alone has more than 1.2
billion people living in its borders, which translates to 47 cities of one million or
more people and 45 cities of one-half million or more. Pakistan is home to more
than 182 million people, and has seven cities of more than one million and 17 cities
of 200,000 or more people. Bangladesh has 156 million inhabitants with three cities
of at least a million and 11 cities of 200,000 or more. Nepal boasts 27 million people
and has 10 cities of more than 100,000 people. Sri Lanka has at least 20 million
people and seven cities of more than 100,000. Regions in the area that still need
to be planted include Afghanistan, home to more than 30 million; Maldives, with
345,000; and Bhutan, with a population of 750,000.

THE BEST PRACTICES

Almost 90% of collected special missions used exclusively for international support
Strong school of missions to train and raise up leadership
> Track record of consistent church plantings
>
>

THE TRENDS
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Year

Revenue

2014

$694,000

2015

$696,000

$2,000

2016

$698,000

$2,000		
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Southeast Asia Region



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION
The SEA Region Missions Society is a multi-national effort born out of a vision to
see Southeast Asia evangelized, with local converts raised up to lead the work.
With great support from Singapore, Tokyo, and several U.S. churches, 22 church
plantings have been sent out since 2009. These plantings have been sent out from
churches in Japan, Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. By faith,
the SEA Region plan is to send out 20 more plantings by 2020.
In line with the vision to evangelize the region with local leadership, the SEA
Region Missions Society has focused on three key areas: leadership training and
development, church plantings, and strengthening existing churches. The SEA
Region School of Missions is held every year in several key cities in the SEA Region;
young men and women of the SEA Region are zealous to grow and work towards
both leading the next generation of churches and strengthening the existing smaller
churches around the region. Many of these young leaders are the children of the
original mission team members and the early converts in these churches.

SEA
Executive Director:
Harliem Salim
Phone Contact:		
+62818660833
Email Contact:
harliem.havania@gmail.com
Administrator:		
Lee Teck Ming
Phone Contact:
+65-97544507
Email Contact:
teckming@seachurches.org

With a population of more than a half billion, the task of saturating the SEA Region
with the gospel is no small feat, and the SEA Region leadership team is thankful
for the support and effort of many over the years. Local missions contributions
have been collected every year – without fail, the disciples in the SEA Region have
sacrificed greatly for the vision of evangelizing these nations.
Finding enough funds to train leaders, hire staff, and send missions teams is the
major need of the SEA Region Mission Society. We pray that God will continue to
move the hearts of those who can financially support the missions efforts so that
many more plantings can be sent in the years to come.
Harliem Salim
Jakarta, Indonesia
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THE HISTORY
Organization and Church Plantings
2009: The SEA Region Missions Society evolves out of the leadership structure from
the countries of Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Japan, with outside support
from churches in Ohio, Virginia, Delaware, and Pennsylvania.
2014: Churches from four more Southeast Asian countries, and their corresponding
U.S. supporting churches, join the SEA.
2016: Supporting churches include those from Ohio (Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton, and Toledo); Delaware; Virginia (Potomac Valley and Northern Virginia);
Colorado (Denver, Ft. Collins, Colorado Springs); Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh); and
from the SEA Region itself (Singapore, Japan, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and Jakarta,
Indonesia). Our support goes to all the churches in Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand and
Laos, as well as the smaller churches and mission plantings in Indonesia and Malaysia.
2009 - 2016: To date, 22 churches have been planted throughout the region with 20
more churches scheduled to be planted by 2020.

THE PLAN

The priorities of the SEA Region in recent years have focused on three areas:
leadership development, church plantings, and the strengthening and growth of
existing churches. Different cities around the region host our annual SEA Region
School of Missions. The total number of students being trained varies from year to
year. More than 75% of our youth are being baptized and staying faithful into the
singles’ ministry, and a significant number are being trained in leadership.

The goal of the SEA Region board is that every church works toward being self-supporting
within a seven-year period, although we are taking things slowly with the countries that
have just moved in over the past two years. Please note that due to varying exchange
rates, the offerings can sometimes show a large discrepancy year to year; for example,
the 2014 currency exchange rate between Singapore and the U.S. was at an all-time high,
$1 Singapore = $.80 U.S., whereas in 2015, it was $1 Singapore = $.73 U.S.

THE CHALLENGES

The greatest challenges facing the SEA Region’s missions efforts are:
> Training church leaders and administrators from the churches in the countries that
recently entered the SEA Region, as well as the leaders of the smaller churches and
mission plantings from the original countries, to manage their finances well in the areas
of budgeting, planning, creating standards, knowing how to communicate financial
needs to their church, and forming a mature financial board, as opposed to a “one man
show.”
> Helping these leaders target their finances effectively in order to build healthy
churches and raise up leaders.
> Empowering these leaders to give their members a vision for financial independence
so that they will be able to be self-supporting.
> Making sure the giving and receiving churches are connected in order to foster a
mutually beneficial relationship with the churches from the U.S.

Planted Countries
Cambodia
Indonesia
Japan
Laos
Malaysia
Singapore
Thailand
Vietnam
Countries Waiting
Brunei
East Timor

THE BEST PRACTICES

A desire to multiply membership and finances by bearing fruit that lasts
A “by faith” number of churches being planted each decade
> An expectation that every church will be self-supporting within a seven-year
period; on average, three SEA Region churches become self-supporting each year
> Strong emphasis on training and development of future leaders
> Vibrant and growing youth ministry
> Respectful, mutually beneficial, and close relationship between giving and
receiving churches (including speaking in each other’s churches and hosting
different members from the giving churches in the receiving churches on an annual
basis, as well as an open and transparent ongoing discussion of finances and how
they are being effectively used)
>
>

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

Historically, a board of six members from Singapore, Indonesia, and Malaysia
oversees the financial arrangements; communication between giving and receiving
churches is handled by lead evangelists of the SEA Region and the United States.
The SEA Region core group nominates board members. Board meetings are held
as needed.

THE GIVING

The giving churches decide on a set amount they will give, and the receiving
churches/countries figure out how to make up the difference by raising money
internally. Each receiving church has traditionally given between 16x and 20x that
congregation’s weekly contribution for missions. The churches / countries added in
2014, who also receive a set amount from their supporting churches, are currently
being trained by the SEA Region board to be able to give sacrificially and raise their
own multiples of missions giving.
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THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

Growth			

2014

$560,164

2015

$537,533

-$22,631

2016

$670,200

$132,667		
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THE HISTORY

South East Missions Alliance

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION

SEMA
President of Board:
Terry Folker
Phone:
(352) 246-6816
Email:
terry_folker@chnts.net
Administrator:
Nathan Rowe
Phone:
(615) 596-6748
Email:
nate@wnrowecpa.com
Missions Director:
Steve D. Brown
Phone:
(615) 828-5828
(in the U.S.)
956-616-5561
(in South America)
Email:
stevendenhambrown@gmail.com

Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru — the God-kissed northern expanse of
continental South America. There you will find snow-capped volcanoes, rugged
mountain terrain, and tropical jungles teeming with wildlife in this paradise of God’s
creativity. You also will find millions of people with a skewed vision of God. Most do
believe in God—His presence is pretty hard to escape in the midst of that explosion
of God’s creation, but the view of God has been dulled by centuries of nominal
Catholicism which overlays centuries of paganism undergirded by Andean animism.
Against that backdrop, the Southeast Missions Alliance is committed to helping the
churches in Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru grow in spiritual strength and
impact the region.
As missions director, I, along with my wife Diane, have been able to move in the last
two years from more of a liaison to directly strengthening the churches and the local
leadership in all of South America, working hand-in-hand with the Florida Missions
Council. Two years ago we were thrilled to be able to spend eight months in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. This past year we were privileged to spend eight months in Quito,
Ecuador. We have seen God work in powerful ways in raising up leaders there.
We are especially excited about the great things going on with the churches in
Colombia, spearheaded by Flavio Uribe in Bogotá. The Colombian churches are
financially self-supporting. Churches have sprung up around the country and are
being strengthened and watered primarily by the Bogotá church, but with the
support of the leaders in Medellín and Cali.
In 2016 the Andean group is proud to host the Conferencias de Las Américas in
Lima, Peru, October 20-23. With disciples gathering from Mexico, Central America,
and all of South America, it will be an inspiring and life-changing event.

Organization and Church Plantings
2009: SEMA is established, replacing the Greater Nashville church as the overseeing
organization.
2009 and beyond: Churches are planted in Duitama, Villavicencio, Barranquilla and
Bucaramanga, Colombia; and Arequipa and Chincha, Peru.
2011: The Kentucky churches withdraw support as they join the American
Commonwealth Region. Since then, we have searched to add supporting churches
to replace those funds.

THE PLAN

Churches to be planted by 2020: Guayaquil, Esmeraldas and Cuenca, Ecuador;
Iquitos, Peru; Barquisimeto, Venezuela; Popayán and Cartagena, Colombia.
> We work together with the Florida Missions Council and the School of Missions.
Together with Arturo Elizarrarras, we are offering the Ministry Training Academy
curriculum.
> We are bringing the church leaders and other key couples to the School of
Missions every year (one-week program in January).
> The recent course on expository teaching and preaching had 192 students
registered from all over Mexico, and Central and South America.
> In 2014 Steve and Diane Brown were hired by the combined Florida Missions
Council and SEMA to provide support and leadership training for churches in the
Southern Cone and the Andean Group.
>

THE RECENT
COURSE ON
EXPOSITORY
TEACHING
AND
PREACHING
HAD 192
STUDENTS
REGISTERED
FROM ALL
OVER MEXICO,
AND CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
AMERICA.

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

The SEMA consists of a cooperation of churches in Tennessee, Alabama, and
Mississippi, as well as Las Vegas, Nevada; Sacramento, California; and the Rio
Grande church in Texas. It is led by a board that consists of the church leaders from
the supporting churches.

THE GIVING

The annual missions goal is set based on budgeted needs; this is shared with
supporting churches with suggested goals based on prorated membership.
> Typically, 100% of this goal is for SEMA, but contributing churches may set a
higher goal to retain some for other uses, such as member missionary trips.
> The annual missions budget in 2014 was $184,000 and $151,000 in 2015.
>

Steve Brown
Quito, Ecuador
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THE CHALLENGES

First is the challenge of developing regular meetings of the board and more buy-in
by the supporting churches.
Second is growth. Most churches in the region have experienced little growth in the
past five years with Medellín, Colombia, and Quito, Ecuador, being the exceptions.
Planted Countries
Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
Venezuela
Countries Waiting
None

THE BEST PRACTICES

Churches led by national leaders
> Development and training of future leaders in the Schools of Missions and online
courses
> The churches in Colombia being self-supporting for the last five years

South Pacific Australia
Missions Society



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION

>

THE TRENDS
Year

Revenue

Growth			

2012

$159,000

2013

$157,000

2014

$157,000		

2015

$162,000

-$2,000

+$5,000		

The South Pacific Australia Missions Society is comprised of the churches in
Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, and Fiji, with the purpose of spreading
the gospel over our vast region.
Each year our missions contributions are continuing to support the three churches in
Papua New Guinea, supplemental support for the church in Fiji for travel expenses,
Perth, and the future planting of the church in Adelaide at the end 2016. All of the
first world churches in our area contribute to this effort. God has blessed our unity
as our combined membership has grown over the last three years from 750 to 1002
at the end of 2015.
While we are so thankful for what God has already done, we still have so much
more to do, planting churches in the rest of the metropolitan areas left—Hobart,
Darwin, Newcastle, Canberra, Wellington, Christchurch, Lae, Madang, and many
others. We also have the responsibility of planting churches in the island states left
in our area: New Caledonia, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Vanuatu, Tahiti, Niue,
Nauru, and the Cook Islands.

SPA
Executive Director:
Michael Vassalo
Phone Contact:
+61 413740377
Email Contact:
micvassallo@optusnet.com.au
Administrator:		
Michael Vassalo

While these island states are picturesque, they will require above average funding.
The transportation costs are extreme due to their remoteness. From our most
western city, Perth, to our most eastern island state, Tahiti, it is a 15-hour direct
flight. Since most items are imported to these nations, the cost of living is above
average. Both Australia and New Zealand have large numbers of islanders who
have settled in those countries which will supply us with the future leaders to plant
these churches.
In addition, we have the South Pacific School of Missions, which has been operating
for over three years. We have approximately 75 students, graduating our first group
of 12 at our continental conference this September.
Michael Vassalo
Melbourne, Australia
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Best Practices

THE HISTORY
Planted Countries
Australia
Fiji
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Countries Waiting
Cook Islands
New Caledonia
Niue
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Tahiti
Tonga
Vanuatu

Organization and Church Plantings
2012: Churches in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane form the SPA Missions Society to
coordinate the evangelization of the South Pacific. Churches are supported in Fiji, as
well as Port Moresby, Highland Gumine, and Calgary, all in Papua New Guinea.
2012-2016: The Auckland church hires full-time staff and becomes self-supporting.
Goal is set to plant two new churches by 2020—one in Adelaide and another in one
more Pacific Island nation.

THE PLAN

The priorities of the SPA in recent years have focused on two areas: leadership
development and the strengthening and growth of existing churches.
> The SPA Missions School is located in Sydney and is directed by Mike Fontenot.
> There are presently 70 students being trained for missions in the school.
>

HOW THE BOARD WORKS

A board of seven members represents the SPA churches. The church leaders of the
supporting churches select these members. The board meets one or two times per year.

THE GIVING

There are presently six churches that contribute to the needs of the SPA region. Twothirds of our missions contributions support third world churches in Papua New Guinea
and Fiji, with the additional one-third supporting plantings in Adelaide and Perth.

THE CHALLENGES

The greatest challenge for the SPA lies in strengthening the existing churches so
they can begin to plant other churches.

THE BEST PRACTICES
>
>

Development and training of future leaders in the Schools of Missions
High percentage of missions contributions designated for international use

Year

Revenue

2015

$53,571		

2016

$57,143
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From the reports, we have compiled a list of the “best practice” observations as
seen by each of the missions societies themselves. This list represents what each
missions society observes as its greatest strengths.

Africa Missions Association
Development and training of future leaders
> Families strengthened; an increasing number of children becoming disciples
>

Asia Pacific Missions Foundation
Development and training of future leaders in the School of Missions
> High number of churches being planted in the Philippines
>

Baltic Nordic Missions Alliance
Strong relational connection between the supporting churches of the BNMA and
the Baltic and Nordic churches through multiple annual visits
> A detailed understanding of the situation in each of the Baltic and Nordic churches
> Consistent leadership for many years now, resulting in an overall increase of
disciples in the BNMA churches for each of the last five years
>

Caribbean Missions Society
Development and training of future leaders through the School of Missions
Families being strengthened, and an increasing number of children becoming
disciples
>
>

China Missions Council
The entirety of collected domestic missions ending up on the mission field itself
> The consistent and continual growth of the churches in one of the most challenging
mission fields in the world
>

European Missions Society
Consistency and purpose of board meetings
Clearly defined board member selection
> Clear understanding of revenue goals for contributing churches
> Three pillar Schools of Missions in Europe and the U.S.
>
>

THE TRENDS
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Growth			

$3,572

Florida Missions Council
Focus on training of future leaders in the Schools of Missions
A developed and thorough plan for supporting current and future missionaries
through the local churches
> A fully developed board, with strict adherence to U.S. non-profit laws
>
>
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Greater Eurasian Missions
>
>
>
>
>

Increased unity between missions societies
Each supported church having a plan to be self-sufficient financially
Purposeful travel to train, develop future leadership, and maintain unity
Developing a youth and family training track
Ministry Training Academy

Mexico and Central America
Directors representing their respective ministry groups
> Ministry Advisory Group providing both strategic and tactical input
> Programs-based funding approach allowing for better focus of support and will
better evaluation of impact and progress
> “Partnership” mentality allowing MCA Missions to collaborate with several other
organizations (such as HOPE worldwide Community Service Brigades)
>

Middle East Missions Society
Strong and long-standing relational connections between supporting churches
and receiving churches
> Successful one-year challenge program implemented in Beirut, Lebanon
> Percentage of growth across this mission field one of the highest in the world
>

South Asian Missions Society
>
>
>

90% of special missions used exclusively for international support
Very strong on-continent School of Missions to train future leadership
A strong track record of consistent church plantings

South East Asia Region
>
>
>

Strong emphasis on the development and training of future leaders
Great number of churches being planted in each of the countries
Consistent growth in the supported areas

South East Missions Association
Churches led by national leaders
Training of future leaders in the School of Missions on site and online
> The churches in Colombia being self-supporting for five years
> Respectful, mutually beneficial, and close relationships between giving and
receiving churches
>
>

Southern Pacific Alliance
>
>
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Development and training of future leaders in the School of Missions
High percentage of missions money designated for international use
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THE FOUR PILLARS
“As you have sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world…My prayer
is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in me through their
message…”									
Jesus (John 17:18-20)
As we bring this document to a close, we want to end where we began—with a
final plea that we reinvigorate our collective vision for global impact through the
inspiring, mysterious and profound mission set before us by Jesus himself. The
driving goal of this collection of information lies in the hope that we would read
these pages, behold both the victories and the challenges, and then be filled with
awe at what God has done, is doing, and therefore might do through us — that in
some way, this information would renew our determination to pray, to dream, to
plan, and to pursue the global impact God desires in greater and greater measure.
With this in mind, we put before every missions society and every involved disciple
of Jesus a list of “Pillar Priorities,” principles that give us common goals, a common
practice, a common language and, most importantly, a common vision by which
to proceed. These four pillars represent key priorities by which we can proceed in
building, and each one emphasizes an aspect of congregational health and impact
that will allow us to see God’s people proclaim God’s good news for generations
to come.

Strengthening
Even a simple perusing of the book of Acts reveals how much effort was placed on
the strengthening of the churches. Though we have seen God move very powerfully
to bring us into 150 nations across the world, many of the churches in these
countries are extremely challenged. They are small in number; many are without
full-time staff; some are without proper funding; and still others exist in a nation but
have no members who are citizens of that nation. It must be a pillar priority that
missions societies focus on strengthening the churches we have planted across the
globe. Each congregation must be led to greater strength—in number, in maturity,
and in purposeful and strategic growth. From the Kingdom Kids classes to the
teens, campus, young professionals, singles, marrieds, families, empty nesters, and
the elderly, we must help each disciple discover and utilize his or her God-given,
Spirit-refined gifts in selfless service to Jesus’ greatest dream.

“AS YOU HAVE
SENT ME INTO
THE WORLD,
I HAVE SENT
THEM INTO
THE WORLD…
MY PRAYER
IS NOT FOR
THEM ALONE.
I PRAY ALSO
FOR THOSE
WHO WILL
BELIEVE IN
ME THROUGH
THEIR
MESSAGE…”
JESUS (JOHN 17:18-20)
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Growing

FOR
CONTINUED
MIRACULOUS
EXPANSION TO
OCCUR, IT WILL
TAKE MORE
FINANCIAL
SACRIFICE,
MORE PEOPLE
SENT, MORE
FOCUS, MORE
UNITY, MORE
PRAYER —
MORE OF ALL
THAT HAS LED
US TO WHERE
WE ARE NOW.

72

In passage after passage, we are reminded that healthy things grow. Ephesians 4:16
highlights the remarkable growth that occurs when there is unity within the body
and each part participates in the work. Time and time again in the book of Acts we
see that “the Lord added to their number,” and in 1 Corinthians 3, Paul reminds us
of the ultimate truth about growth — only “God makes things grow.” We can never
minimize or mitigate the dream of Jesus to disciple the nations. Simply put, when
churches are growing, this dream is being fulfilled. No doubt the challenges to
grow are great and vary in all the world, yet God can make churches grow in every
“soil” and “climate” we can imagine.
If God makes it grow, and if healthy churches characteristically grow, then our
missions societies should make this a priority focus. Please consider the idea that
every church under 100 be helped to reach that milestone; churches of 250 need
to shoot toward 500; churches of 500 need to reach toward 1,000; and churches
of 1,000 need to grow to 2,000, and 5,000, and beyond. One of the great growth
challenges we are currently facing lies in seeing our congregations over 1,000
members grow consistently and significantly. Our missions societies can work
together to form best practices and healthy dynamics that lead to the kind of
growth only explained by the influence of God.

Expanding
As of the final edit of this document, there remain almost 50 countries and multiple
provinces or territories across the globe in need of a church planting; beyond this,
in many countries there are vast unreached areas of people who desperately need
to hear the gospel. While some missions societies can make the awesome claim
to have at least reached every country under their purview, even these parts of
the world still have cities of millions with no known church. It is only through great
sacrifice being fueled by a great vision that we will reach the farthest corners that
remain unreached. In the past 35 years, at a cost of $250 million, we have gone from
a handful of cooperating congregations to nearly 700 churches around the world,
and from a few hundred disciples to well over 100,000 disciples globally. God has
brought us this far through much sacrifice and effort on the part of so many. The
question before us today is whether the continued health, growth, and expansion
into all the world will take less or more of the same and beyond. The answer is clear
— it will take more. For continued miraculous expansion to occur, it will take more
financial sacrifice, more people sent, more focus, more unity, more prayer — more
of all that has led us to where we are now. If it has taken all that it has taken to arrive
at this very special hour of 110,000 members worldwide, then what will it take to
reach one million members? It will take more.
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Training
One of the most important priorities the missions societies can embrace lies in the
raising up and training of future leaders. In everything, we need to focus ourselves on
training future generations of heroes. Some will be preachers and teachers; others
will eventually shepherd the flock. Still others will lead us in worship, champion our
house churches and family groups, teach in our children’s ministries, volunteer in
our HOPE outreach programs, and put their collective shoulders to the wheels of
spiritual revolution and societal change.
Our Ministry Training Academies are an encouraging sign of things to come – quite
literally hundreds of young people around the world being specifically trained to
lead churches. But there is a great need for more. More students must be baptized,
more must be enrolled, more must be trained, and more must be given the vision to
lend their ample gifts to the great work ahead. We as disciples must hear the call to
be a part of the plan to ensure the passing of convictions, heart and vision to future
generations. Our missions societies are a key voice in this vision, whether it is the call
for sacrificial giving, sacrificial going, or both. To achieve the goals of having strong
churches, growing churches and expansion, we cannot neglect the desperate need
we have to invest in the future. Our own history points to the lengths to which God
will bless this selfless focus. Just as our initial explosion of world evangelism was
triggered by campus ministries, the same will be true of our future.
Beyond these four areas of focus, we must remember that only God can break
through the challenges of creeping secularism, Muslim extremism, easy-believism,
and rampant materialism. We implore every disciple, every day, to ask the Lord of
the harvest to send out workers into His harvest field, to saturate our plantings,
our house churches, our up-and-coming leaders, our families, our harvest lists, our
outreach activities, our elders, our evangelists and women’s ministry leaders, and
our own lives with prayer.

ONLY
GOD CAN
BREAK
THROUGH THE
CHALLENGES
OF CREEPING
SECULARISM,
MUSLIM
EXTREMISM,
EASYBELIEVISM,
AND RAMPANT
MATERIALISM.

An old gospel tune echoes the thought voiced by Elijah when he saw the Lord, high
and lifted up.

“There is much to do, there’s work on every hand,
Hark, the cry for help comes ringing through the land,
Jesus calls for workers, I must active be,
What will thou, O Master, here am I, send me.”
In all of these areas —strengthening, growing, expanding, training, and praying —we
ask that every giving church and every receiving church, and each disciple included
in that number, embrace and prioritize these five pillars, using every gift with which
God has enriched us to magnify His great name and accelerate His great work.
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Future Elderships:
Vital to World Evangelism

“GRAY HAIR IS
A CROWN OF
SPLENDOR; IT
IS ATTAINED IN
THE WAY OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS”
PROVERBS 16:31

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The word “elder” in the scriptures conjures up thoughts of wisdom, respect, compassion
and righteousness. It brings hope to our own families as we see these godly, mature
men, along with their faithful wives and children, all worshipping God in spirit and in
truth. Elderships bring an extra measure of confidence and security to our churches.
With one of our four “Pillar Concepts” being training, our minds tend to focus on
raising up and training our youth. Certainly this is a must as we strive to save lost
souls in areas where the gospel has not been preached and where new generations of
young men and women are seeking purpose in a society rapidly drifting into unbelief.
However, the young are not the only group that needs training and focus. The second
group, which is of equal importance, consists of the older—what we affectionately
call the “mature”—disciples.

“HE TENDS HIS
FLOCK LIKE A
SHEPHERD:
HE GATHERS
THE LAMBS IN
HIS ARMS
AND CARRIES
THEM CLOSE
TO HIS HEART;
HE GENTLY
LEADS THOSE
THAT HAVE
YOUNG.”

As our churches continue to grow in number and years, and more churches are
planted, there is an ever-increasing need for elderships to tend and shepherd the
flock. Jesus, the Good Shepherd, embodies both the unyielding desire to preach the
gospel and the continuing compassion to care for the sheep.
As His body, the church, we should always imitate His character. Yet, most of our
missions-funded churches outside of the U.S. are without elderships and are in great
need of training and guidance in raising up potential elders. Elderships were deemed
so important to the establishment and maturity of the early church that Paul asked
Titus to appoint elders in every town. He even refers to situations without an eldership
as “unfinished” and left Titus in Crete to complete the task (Titus 1:5).
As we continue to expand our ability to reach the lost through our missions societies,
we must also expand our ability to keep the saved, saved!
Darren Gauthier
Elder, Chicago Church of Christ

ISAIAH 40:11
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Appendix
GROWTH TABLE

“THE LORD ADDED TO THEIR NUMBER”

WE HAVE CHURCHES IN 150 COUNTRIES IN 2016		
				
Churches in 141 countries are served by these 14 missions organizations.		

Congregations in these 141 countries constitute 56.3% of our worldwide membership.

						
ORGANIZATION

COUNTRIES SERVED

Africa Missions Association [AMA]

2015 MEMBERSHIP

5-YEAR GROWTH %

EST. 2015 ANNUAL SUPPORT

$ SUPPORT PER MEMBER

38		
12,590		
20.5%

10

$1,552,420

$123

Asia-Pacific Missions Foundation [APMF] 		 2		
4,481		
14.6%

6

$310,000

$69

Baltic Nordic Missions Alliance [BNMA]		
8		

538		
11.2%

0

$235,000

$437

Caribbean Missions Society [CMS]		
12		
3,214		
23.4%

7

$250,000

$78

China Missions Council [CMC]			

4

$1,025,330

$285

8

$2,287,349

$608

5

$505,611

$127

0

$830,951

$219

2

$644,000

$71

697		
45.5%

7

$470,000

$674

South Asian Missions Society [SAMS]

5		
5,908		
15.0%

15

$696,000

$116

South East Asia Region [SEA]

8		
7,284		
26.0%

10

$537,533

$52

South East Missions Alliance [SEMA]		
4		
1,300		
8.0%

5

$162,000

$125

South Pacific/Australia Missions Society [SPA]

4		
1,002		
47.6%

3

$53,571

$53

141**		
59,480		
13.3%

82

$9,559,765

$161

European Missions Society [EMS]

2		
3,602		

8.1%

21		
3,760		
-0.8%

Florida Missions Council [FMC] 		

5		
2,794		 5.0%

Greater Eurasian Missions [GEM]* 		
10		
3,808		
-6.5%
Mexico & Central America Missions

[MCA]

8		
8,502		 6.9%

Middle East Missions Society [MEMS]		
14		

TOTALS				

78

# NEW CHURCHES
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* Greater Eurasian
Missions is made
up of three distinct
organizations working
together to impact
that region of the
world. Totals given
are the totals of all
three organizations
combined.
** South Korea and
Mongolia are included
in the U.S. Southwest
churches. Israel is
included in the
Texas family.
*** Please note:
This chart does not
include numbers
for churches in the
United States, Canada,
England, Ireland,
Northern Ireland,
and Scotland.
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